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Overview
Nampa’s current Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2012 after a more than two-year process
which involved over 300 residents. Much of the plan is likely still applicable, but with continued
growth, it is time for a complete review. The comprehensive plan review will focus on updating
data, changing the horizon year to 2040 to match other plans, reviewing the existing 739
strategies, and examining the future land use map to make sure that the plan is still relevant.
The Comprehensive Plan Advisory committee will be the primary body tasked with reviewing
the plan and with making recommendations to the Planning and Zoning Commission and City
Council. The broader community will also be involved through a Boise State University Survey,
open house and other opportunities.
The first Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee meeting was held on Tuesday, October 23,
2018 from 4-6 pm at the Civic Center. Sixty-six people signed into the meeting. This document
outlines the meeting content and outcomes.

Presentation
The first advisory committee meeting began with an introduction by the Mayor and then a
presentation by Karla Nelson, City of Nampa Community Planner. In the presentation it was
explained that the Comprehensive Plan is meant to be the guiding vision and policy document
for the city. The plan is required by the Local Land Use Planning Act and should include 17
sections: property rights, population, school facilities & transportation, economic development,
land use, natural resources, hazardous areas, public services & utilities, transportation,
recreation, special areas or sites, housing, community design, agriculture, implementation,
national interest electric transmission corridors and public airport facilities. The city’s master
plans, policies and ordinances should ideally all align with the overarching vision described in
the comprehensive plan.
The reason for the update and update process was shared with the committee. The
comprehensive plan review and update is needed because the city’s population continues to
grow, and it is time to incorporate regional and city plans which have been adopted since 2012.
Most importantly, the city is updating the plan to ensure that our guiding policy document
keeps pace with the needs and desires of our community.
Finally, 33 key policies included in the current plan were shared with the committee.

2035 Policies
Committee members were asked to complete a questionnaire to rate the continuing
importance of key polices included in the plan. The majority of committee members found all of
the listed policies to be somewhat or very important. The top 10 ranking policies from the
committee include:
1. Efficient movement of traffic
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2. Strive for new development to pay for its cost of public infrastructure and services
3. Plan for, implement and fund projects to meet future public service needs
4. Promote infill development
5. Protect water quality and quantity
6. Provide adequate funding for public safety
7. Ensure that we have adequate industrial land
8. Promote mixed-use development
9. Community involvement
10. Housing affordability
Committee members were also asked if there are other key policies which should be
considered in the revision and if they have any concerns with the policies as listed. A variety of
comments, mostly related to the existing policies, were made and are detailed in the
transcription of comments starting on page eight. Full details of each policy and its ranking by
the committee is also included as an attachment.

Values and the Role of Government
The questionnaire ended with questions about what people in Nampa value and what Nampa
residents expect from city government. These questions were meant to provide information to
community leaders as they consider the city’s mission and vision.
Values: Identified values are listed below along with the number of committee members who
mentioned the value.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family, family activities, children (17)
Community, neighborhoods, nice place to live, community minded (14)
Freedom, independence, Freedom of choice, property rights, stand up to federal
government (12)
Outdoors, open spaces, parks, pathways (10)
Safety (9)
More jobs, good paying jobs, economic advancement, opportunity (8)
Affordable housing/ low cost of living (7)
Freedom to worship, religion, Faith, church (7)
Peaceful, quiet, slower than Ada county, small town feel, mix of country and urban (6)
Less traffic and congestion, ease of transportation (6)
Quality of life (5)
Variety of activities (5)
Education, good schools (5)
Fair taxation & smart use of funds, fiscal responsibility (4)
helping others (3)
Community Preservation, preservation of history (3)
Proximity to agricultural lands, preservation of agricultural roots (3)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nice landscaping, Cleanliness (3)
sidewalks, public transportation (2)
Transparency in Local Government, honest, integrity (2)
Individual identity, charm (2)
Infrastructure that keeps up with growth (2)
Complete community -doesn’t require trips to Boise
Thriving downtown
Range of small businesses
Proximity to larger city
Moral
Conservative

What do Nampa residents expect from city government: identified expectations are listed
below along with the number of committee members who mentioned each expectation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Safety (17)
Transparency, Communication, involvement (17
Fiscal responsibility & cost efficient (17)
Transportation, well maintained streets (9)
Consistent planning, guide to a productive community, employment/residence mix,
manage growth (8)
Vision (7)
Consistency, fair application of codes, simplified codes, good business environment,
customer service (5)
Water – well maintained and delivered (4)
Services, fair fees for services (4)
Sensitivity to needs of citizens (transit, housing diversity), responsive to community
needs, recognize whole community not just rich or very poor (4)
Fairness, not owned by developers (3)
Integrity, honesty (3)
Everything for little cost, a lot for very little (2)
Consideration of all options, wise decisions which result in a better future (3)
Recreation and quality of life opportunities (2)
Competence (2)
Opportunity to start/run businesses & buy or build homes without too many restrictive
policies (2)
Good public schools (2)
Affordable housing
Affordable entertainment
Selflessness
Responsible and responsive P&Z committee
Faster implementation of policy changes
Code Enforcement
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•
•
•
•
•

New development pays for itself
Value individual private rights and incentivize less government
Innovative staff
Do what private business won’t
Coordination

Break-Out Groups
After individually competing the policy questionnaire, committee members worked in their
break-out group on a specific set of strategies. Committee members were divided into 6
groups:
• Parks and Natural Resources
• Public Service Utilities
• Public Safety
• Housing
• Transportation
• Economic Development
Each group was further divided so that each person was responsible for reviewing about four
pages of strategies. Each committee member was given a strategy packet and was directed to
review their specific section, they were asked to cross out strategies which no longer made
sense and to identify the priority level of remaining strategies as either high, medium or low.
They were also asked to consider the timeframe in which the strategy could be completed,
near-term 0-5 years, medium-term 5-10 years and long-term 11 + years. Location specific
strategies could be noted by census tract numbers. Finally, committee members were asked to
consider if any strategies should be added. After individually reviewing a strategy suggestion,
committee members discussed with others who reviewed the same section and then with
everyone at their break-out table.
All the strategies with committee suggestions are attached. The highest priority strategies
based on this exercise have been highlighted, comments are included in red italicized text,
suggested deletions are crossed out and suggested insertions are included in parenthesis with
red text. General points from each of the break-out groups are detailed below.
Parks and Natural Resources:
The parks and natural resources group felt that many of the strategies could be moved to an
action plan. They suggested strategy language should be meaningful, words like “recognize” or
“consider” do not provide much meaning or value and should be removed or defined.
Improving the interconnectivity of trails, parks and subdivisions was popular among the group.
Secondarily, they would like to see connections made to other amenities and especially to Lake
Lowell. The group also felt that developments should provide greenspace that is maintained by
Home Owners Associations.
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Public Service Utilities
The public services and utilities group suggested that strategies which are already mandated by
code or statutes be removed from the strategy section. These could, if needed, be discussed in
the document text but do not need to be listed as strategies. The group felt that impact fees
are important but had varying support for coordination with outside agencies and for planning
for future facility needs. Several expressed concerns with DEQ and EPA mandates.
Public Safety
The public safety group felt that high quality police, fire and Emergency Medical Services were
of the highest priority. Cooperative agreements with outside agencies and organizations ranked
lower. The group discussed how public safety in the form of police, fire and emergency services
is non-negotiable. Maintaining high levels of service as the community grows will be the biggest
challenge.
Housing
The housing group was divided into three sub-categories: neighborhoods, affordability and
design. The group emphasized the need for housing stock diversity. They also were supportive
of expanding design review that would not be too onerous but would improve the aesthetics of
the community. The group seemed to find all the strategies important and did not suggest any
be removed.
Economic Development
The economic group was divided into three sub-groups: economic development, downtown
revitalization and community design. The economic development group focused their
discussion on strategies that address generational poverty, bridging cultural barriers and
engagement. They also talked about the need for early childhood education, increased
workforce training and diversifying the types of employers that we have while concentrating on
living wages. The downtown group focused their discussion on being more pedestrian friendly,
they want to figure out why people aren’t willing to walk through downtown and why parking
right next a business is needed. They also spoke about the artist and residence program and
how it could help to revitalize downtown. They discussed the need for increased requirements
on property owners to maintain building and strategies that could be employed to reduce
vacancy. The design group agreed with overhauling the sign specific strategies so that they are
less cumbersome.
Transportation
The transportation group was divided into five groups: Bike and Pedestrian, Balanced
transportation, Congestion, Transit, and Coordination & Schools. The group noted that several
of the strategies were duplicative and could be removed with some revision to the objectives.
The group discussed how planning ahead for schools could be helpful, especially planning for
sidewalk connectivity so students don’t need safety busing. Infill and contiguous development
would be very helpful with sidewalk connectivity. The group discussed the importance of
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coordination and how working with various organizations will help the city achieve these
strategies, especially the College of Western Idaho and Northwest Nazarene University. They
also discussed the need to plan for an aging population and ensuring that our sidewalks and
transit system is accessible to people with disabilities.

Next Steps
The first meeting concluded with a brief description of the next steps. Including a future land
use meeting on November 15 at the Nampa civic center.
See Appendix for:
•

Transcription of comments: page 8 - 16

•

Meeting #1 Participant List: page 16-18

•

Agenda

•

Presentation Slides

•

Policy Questionnaire Response

•

Strategy Sections
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Transcription of Comments
Comprehensive Plan Update Advisory Committee

October 26, 2018

#
3
4

Other key policies which should be considered as we revise and update the Comprehensive
Plan? Do you have concerns with any of the policies listed?
Coordination- sharing information (not duplicating research)

10

I hope that we do not incentivize new business at the expense of our infrastructure and the
marginalized in our community.
Freight transportation and general traffic flow need to be addressed sooner than later. If we
allow our city to continue growing the way it is potentially projected to things will soon be so far
out of control it will be nearly impossible to fix.
Housing diversity, no where does it state tiny houses as being an option for affordable housing.
Code enforcement needs to be increased hiring more staff is important to the overall progress of
revitalizing Nampa and bringing about a thriving community. 11th Ave N should be a focus of
revitalization being that it is a key entry into downtown Nampa.
No – I love hearing the plans for our city!

11

Enforce current laws & regulations

13

They will conflict with one another = competing priorities

14

Public transit costs are increasing, but the public is unsure whether more people are riding the
bus.
I think we have to be “focused” on our growth – do the polices above all relate to growth?
Probably on some level- but, truly – some of them trump others in terms of creating and
sustaining an environment that is growth friendly – we need public safety to grow with the
infrastructure around the city and the opportunities such as the Amazon warehouse. Parks and
biking are extremely important to keep the small town feel amidst the growth.
Diversity of population – How does the city promote population diversity and inclusion?

5
7

15

18
20

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low fees for infill development is very important
Higher density residential is somewhat important for downtown revitalization but
investing in plazas and streetscape improvements is not very important
Don’t forget roundabouts in placemaking efforts
New development should pay for itself
There shouldn’t be subsidies but infill should be cheaper
Coordination is not very important because Nampa should do it our way
Alternative modes should only be promoted if they contribute and round-abouts should
be considered for congestion management
Development should pay upfront for its costs
I think the floodplain is less of a problem than we have been told.
Utility billing should be speeded up – no 30-day grace period on utility payments.
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•
21

There should be fewer outside consultants.

•
•
•

29

Oppose infill and mixed-use development
Housing Diversity- depends on how it is implemented
How can the ability to afford a home be predicted, affordability might push to one
income category.
• Design review diminishes unique designs and is a canned-everything the same approach
and residential design review means no freedom to design private property and is a
canned look
• Opposed to maintenance requirements
• Having adequate industrial land is ok if it kept with local business and not through
economic development
• Downtown revitalization is a canned approach – let local businesses tell you how they
want it to look.
• Business friendly is ok if economic development is left out.
• The way it is set up – the city and outside sources (COMPASS) are making the decisions
& Feds, it is the citizens who should be determining this. (related to Community
Involvement)
• Why is planning based on 20+ years from now and not the present?
• Incentives destroy local business, tax base, unfair tax advantage to select businesses
• No coordination – outside sources should not be involved.
• How can you predict # of people who need or will use a balanced transportation system.
• Efficient movement of traffic should not include alternative modes – who rides a bike in
winter?
• Are the citizens asking for expanding parks and pathways or is COMPASS?
• Protect agricultural land but not with infill.
• Why are we basing future public service needs on an unknown population?
• I have concerns with all of the policies.
• Infill is important because it increases the efficiency of in ground infrastructure.
• Community involvement is important if the right people participate.
• Development incentives could be important on a case by case basis.
• We must do enough to make a balanced transportation system but sometimes it is
overdone – like the Iowa bike lanes that take up ½ of the perceived right of way.
Look at full fiscal impact of provisioning for development of higher end homes. Same cost per
house of hook ups but more revenue for city and county e.g. Bayhill, Whisperwood, the Ridge
etc.
Strive for new development to pay for improvements both on their development and fees for
their effect on Nampa – roads, schools, public safety, etc.
Fair bid process w/out bias toward small business & entrepreneurship. Ex. Management of the
Idaho Center and Civic Center.
Stress the importance of coordination between outside agencies i.e. irrigation & drainage
districts.
Adequate funding for fire is not very important but it is very important for police.

31

No reduced fees – reducing fees for construction is not a good idea.

22

23
25
28
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32

33
34
36

37
39
40
41

42

•

Tiny homes, accessory dwelling units (mother-in-law units) should be a part of our
housing diversity.
• Commercial design review – screening of unsightly elements is difficult to define and
could prevent freedom and innovation.
• Preserve the opportunity to have industrial development but don’t restrict other uses
for that land.
• The business friendly environment should include streamlining the permitting process.
• Community involvement – I really like the format & involvement of this comprehensive
plan review.
• All development should be treated equally with no incentives.
I think the key issues for cities right now include housing, transportation, and preserving public
safety. For housing, it is important to innovate land use. I personally believe the innovation is the
role of the developer (tiny homes, mother-in-law apartments, etc.) and the role of the city to
reduce zoning barriers that might prevent innovation. For transportation, I believe a strong
infrastructure will help the economy, but it is important to be smart with contractors, so road
repairs do not result in overspending. For public safety, the hiring of officers is important, but so
too is education of public safety and preventative measures to reduce risks to public safety to
begin with.
All these elements are important to the whole concept of a welcoming, high functioning
community.
Affordable housing is a huge need in Nampa right now. We need to have places for the working
poor to live. Rent is super high and its hard for families to afford nice places to live.
Allow for unique character to be displayed throughout different neighborhoods. Too strict of
building uniformity codes creates a sea of “sameness” that makes Nampa devoid of character or
uniqueness. Mixed-use development allows for a unique neighborhood feel centered around a
hub of businesses and residents in that specific area.
Need to have a balance when addressing issues. For example…if all funding is spent on public
safety other services will suffer like streets and parks.
Downtown revitalization – Not necessarily high density but downtown living yes!
Promote infill – but do not fall prey to thinking vacant land must be developed. Areas of Impact
need to make sense.
How and who will enforce codes. At present, you can barely get high weeds noticed.
If attractive gateways are a current policy, it is certainly not being followed.
Community involvement has happened in the past but input was disregarded or not considered
in final decisions. When this happens repeatedly the public disengages and jaded – “so what
they’ve already decided”. Meaningful input is crucial. Serious and significant and attractive
incentives will be needed to create affordable housing.
• Development should sustainable pay for itself through the taxes generated rather than a
one-time impact fee for new infrastructure.
• The word landscaped should be cut from the definition of “pedestrian friendly”, buffers
can hold mailboxes, street trees, lights, bus stops and other things besides landscaping.
• In efficient movement of traffic transportation options are good but wide roads and
intersections are bad.
• Transit should be considered as part of the safe and efficient movement of freight.
• Adequate funding for public safety should consider the distance to stations.
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44

45
46
47
48
49
50

Promote mixed-use downtown.
We may need to remove some requirements and add new requirements that will make business
owners want to invest and improve their businesses.
Protecting the water quality and quantity is important, but maybe move on a plan, waiting may
be more costly.
Ancillary dwelling policy to promote increased residential housing units. Health lens applied to
all policies. Equity lens applied to all policies.
Greater incorporation of the art & culture of the community to ensure preservation &
transmission of our history and culture.
Consider forced annexation of enclaved properties, especially those that have been enclaved for
20+ years.
• Pedestrian friendly where appropriate.
Developers need to shoulder more of the cost.
Food access for all.

53

The need for affordable housing is an important consideration. With the cost of living in Ada
County being higher than Nampa. There is a concern with having too much. Having a clear
direction on the amount and diversity of the affordable housing is key.
Advertising and marketing Nampa as a place to experience to see that the community is in a
promising potential revitalization and growth and has small town values to be preserved. We
need philanthropists and foundations and organizations possibly from in state and out of state
to invest. Downtown Nampa should follow the lead of other small towns that “redid” itself like
Elgin, Oregon and Walla Walla. Preserve the past, grow the future.
Other key policies – Educational Opportunities from Early Childhood – higher ed, continuing
workforce training, etc. keep as a priority for our community.
Where and how our city generates electricity. Look into renewable sources for the future.

56

Provide for safe walking routes to schools – sidewalks, HAWK lights, etc.

57

Public art is very important for a progressive, thriving community. Nampa needs to create an
atmosphere to make it a destination. Why do people want to visit Nampa?
Community health; how are we developing policies that encourage general community health.

51

52

58
59
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

• Residential design review – enforceability concerns.
Enforceability and/or funding for some staffing.
What do people in Nampa Value?

Family, Safety, An Affordable Place to live
Safety, Transportation, Housing; affordable, Family oriented entertainment
Family, I would like to say diversity…, outdoor activities, I would like to say public
transportation
Community, Children, the outdoors
Peaceful, quiet, “slower” than Ada County, feeling of community.
Quality of life, education & freedom to worship
Safe, affordable housing, nice landscaping, crime fee neighborhoods.
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10
11
13
14
15
18
20
21

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
32

33
34
35
36
37
39
40

41
42
43

Family-friendly, safe, freedom, cleanliness, religion, affordable, good schools, variety of
activities, shopping, eating out etc.
Less traffic & congestion, Drivers that obey the law
Community, small town feel
Family – friendly culture
Transparency in the local Govt., Faith, More jobs, Easy travel within the city, Education,
More options for entertainment, better priced rental market.
Independence, freedoms – property rights, religion; safety – community (police, fire,
etc.) schools and neighborhoods
Individuality, stand up to unfair or unreasonable demands from state or feds.
Small town, no crowding, not looking designed like big cities, freedom to choose how
Nampa looks rather than a pre-determined look from outside source – COMPASSNampa is large enough to have its own MPO, and should get out of COMPASS.
Open spaces – golf courses, parks
Family, community, economic development with new jobs.
Community preservation and growth. Fair taxation with funds going to smart areas.
Preservation of history with growth.
Honesty, integrity, independence, family, faith
Independence, fiscal responsibility, community and helping others.
Quality of life, low cost of living, preserving heritage.
Moral, conservative values
Freedom of choice, affordable housing, range of small businesses, proximity to larger
cities while living in a city where they have open space, the opportunity for economic
advancement.
Affordability, variety, open spaces, ease of navigation/transportation to/from essential
services. Friendly communities where neighbors help each other, left each other up.
Community – Family, Freedom, property rights, outdoor activities.
The character of the city & surrounding agricultural lands, agriculture & community,
Lake Lowell
Ability to get around easily and safely, recreation opportunities for families, individual
identity from our surrounding cities.
Pathways, quality of life, parks and recreation opportunities
Quality of life, charm, open green spaces (agriculture, golf courses)
Being independent and not only imposed upon, Being able to travel across town,
sidewalks!, the continuing ability to enjoy their homes and community in the same
manner they purchased them.
Balanced mix of country & urban. They value free places to go with families & recreate
so they usually go to Boise or at least think of Boise first rather than Nampa.
Freedom
Value community – Importance of a thriving community to work and raise family.
Family – (indecipherable word), Safety
Economic (indecipherable word) – Revitalization
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44
46
47

48
49
50
51
52

53

55
56

57
58
59
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10
11
12
13

Infrastructure – keep up with growth
Family and Friends
Open, friendly communities; Self-reliance with interdependence.
Clean air & water. Reliable “unseen” infrastructure, efficient & safe roadways, privacy,
personal property rights, the right to be left alone, a safe place to live & raise a family,
well spent tax dollars (the less “taken”, the better).
Community is important. The ability to provide for their family.
Family – friendly environment, nice place to live and work.
People in Nampa value their families. They value utilizing and enjoying Nampa in groups.
Community organizations, churches, volunteering, family values.
Community minded, preservation of agricultural roots, a place to feel safe, a less hectic,
less formal, more comfortable, more rural, more natural place to call home (as
compared to Boise).
Safe spaces. Green spaces like parks, greenbelts and recreation areas. Family, space and
time to express wants, needs and concerns. Good paying jobs and affordable housing. A
thriving downtown. Good schools.
Clean city, low cost of living, east of transportation – relative low congestion.
Community – a sense of shared values and a commitment to equal access to services. A
mix of business, the arts, and residential – a complete community that doesn’t require
trips to Boise.
Family, freedom, faith, opportunity.
A safe community with conservative fiscal approach.
Quality of Life: Mobility, Recreation, Safety, Preservation of single family environs.
What do Nampa residents expect from city government?
Public Safety, Fairness, Transparency
To provide: Safety in neighborhoods, affordable housing, availability of transportation,
affordable entertainment
Consistent planning that creates a coherent community. Consistent services – water,
public safety
Transparency, Communication, Vision, Selflessness
To help “guide” Nampa to a productive, successful community that we feel comfortable
enough to continue to raise our families and live here.
Transparency, Honesty & Sensitivity to the needs of its citizens.
Code enforcement for clean neighborhoods, enough police staff to handle increasing
crime. A faster timeframe of important policy change. Access to grocery stores “transit”.
Increased efforts to bring in grocery stores. More grants for low income housing (tiny
houses).
Know where they (residents) can help and get involved. Stay fiscally responsible with
funds. Keep improving our great city!
Good use of our tax dollars
Public Safety
Everything for little cost
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14
15
16
18
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
32

33
34

35
36
37
39
40
41

42
43
46
47

Cost efficient, pro-active planning.
Honesty, leadership, relationship, strategic vision
Transparency, good use of funds, safe city
Value & good return on investment. Responsive. Considerations of all options for
particular issues.
Fair – not owned by developers, new development should pay for itself – higher impact
fees – developers should be required to provide land for schools, pathways and parks.
To listen to the citizens.
Integrity, competence, well-funded but efficient rendering of services.
Quick and efficient responses to concerns, efficient spending of tax money.
Response & services
Services for fair fees, well maintained streets, well maintained & delivered water,
adequate & responsive public safety.
That we do what we say we will and we are responsible with tax payer funds.
Provide the basic services at reasonable cost.
Fiscal responsibility/ consistency/ value the individual/ incentivize less government
assistance/ private rights.
Public safety, infrastructure like roads, the opportunity to start & run businesses & buy
or build homes in a way that positively contributes to the city but without having too
many restrictive policies on the part of the government.
Efficient, minimal policies & regulations: streamlined. Responsive to community’s need.
Provide services to maintain public buildings and roads, safe neighborhoods where
children can play, adequate fire and police protection, good public schools, not to pay
more for taxes than our fair share.
Transparency – Application of codes fairly & make them understandable. Simplify codes.
Recreation and quality of life opportunities. To be guarded from high or unnecessary
fees. To provide employment/residence mix that sustains our individuality.
Manage growth and maintain quality of life.
To provide public safety, infrastructure, preserve quality of life.
Roads that are wide, safe and kept up (maintained), Responsible, responsive P&Z
committee that listens.
Staff and employees who stay abreast of current trends and latest methods. Wise
decisions that result in a willingness to make investments now to get us to a better
future and that will get us to the type of city that people want to live in – a place we can
be proud of. These decisions may require significant financial commitment which is not
popular – but we expect city government to consistently justify and to have the spine to
do the hard thing now so it will be better later.
To do what private businesses won’t.
Lead the way in: Planning, vision, customer services, cost savings/efficiency
Honesty, Fiscal wisdom & accountability, vision
A lot for very little. Roads with a high service level (c and above), carefully planned city,
adequate public safety, efficiency, lean government, responsiveness.
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48
49
50
52

53
55
56

57
58
59

To take care of infrastructure: roads, water, police & fire but not provide for everything.
Safety, healthy environment, safe roads, good schools, good business environment.
Transparent, clear objectives and ample opportunity for community engagement.
Management of the vision for future Nampa and protection of the foundation and
history that created Nampa. Fiscally responsible. Pride in maintaining Nampa’s values
and keeping standards of the city strong.
A listening ear. Transparency. Consistent communications. Protection from harm and
disaster. Use money wisely and to all people.
Coordinate different services, so they don’t conflict with each other.
Fiscal responsibility. A robust vision to transform downtown to a place people want to
gather. Recognition of each segment of the population – not just the wealthy or those in
need. Strong infrastructure – roads, water, etc. A safe community – investment in police
& fire.
Lower taxes, safety, transparency, honest.
Accountability and transparency in what is funded and to meet the needs of the
community regarding infrastructure, public safety and a vibrant city.
Service/ help to understand and conform to rules/ ordinances,
accountability/transparency, kind attitudes & fairness, cost control/ budget
management, provision of public safety, community enhancements/ recreation.

General Comments
#
1

Comments

Response

- Hard to hear when everyone is speaking at the
same time.
- Having materials to review in advance would
have been nice.

Thanks for your response, we will
try to get a larger space with more
separation of tables for the next
meeting and we will try to send out
materials in advance.

- Having strategies and no idea what
implementation action plans are happening it is Good point, we will place any
associated master plans on the
hard to decide what should be happening: we
comprehensive plan webpage.
need to see action plans for each strategy
Some of the strategies do not have
associated action plans.
2

Need more “pre-work” to understand plan a little
better before sitting down in groups – send
handout (pertinent to each group) ahead of time.
Consolidate & streamline similar strategies. Have
action plan, timeline, costs as step-down “Plan”
from comprehensive plan.
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I would like to be added to a contact list, if there is Thank you for your willingness to
one, regarding future meetings on the
participate, we will add you to our
comprehensive plan. I would love to be more
email list.
involved in the process, but I had to leave early this
meeting so I did not get the chance to hear at the
end about future opportunities for input.
4

Good job Planning Department!

5

-

6

-

Thank you!

Knowing how strategies would be implemented Thank you for your comments, we
would be useful.
will try to get a larger space with
more separation of tables for the
Consolidation of policies/strategies
next meeting.
Too loud and it was difficult to hear each other
in break out groups.
Very confusing process. The plan is being
brought to us, it’s not being created/developed
by citizens. It is the exact plan being distributed
across the US. Very sad.

Thank you for your comment. The
current plan was developed with
input from over 300 residents in
2012. This current process is meant
to be a review and update where
needed. We are bringing you the
adopted plan to see what residents
want to change.

Comprehensive Plan Update Advisory Committee
Meeting #1 Participation List
NAME

BUSINESS/ AFFILIATION

Eva Aguilar

Nampa Housing

Jennifer Almeida

Canyon County

Michelle Anderson

Nampa Farmers Market

Lindsay Atkinson

Idaho Freedom Foundation

Daniel Badger

Nampa City Engineer

Erin Bamer

Idaho Press

Jeff Barnes

Deputy Public Works Director (Transportation)

Darl Bruner

Nampa City Council

Drey Campbell

Northwest Nazarene University

Vikki Chandler

City of Nampa Finance Director
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Comprehensive Plan Review
Advisory Committee #1 – November 2018
Summary

Claire Connley

Nampa Library Director

Criselda De La Cruz

Nampa Family Justice Center

Debra Curry

Heartland Studio

Greg Curtis

Nampa Meridian Irrigation

Claudia Dina

Nampa Development Corporation/ Dina Consulting & Design

Audrey Eldridge

College of Western Idaho

Alex Hackett

Safe Routes to School

Jeff Hatch

Building and Site Design Commission/ Hatch Design Architecture

Randy Haverfield

Nampa City Council

Evelyn Hernandez

Boise State University (observer)

Greg Hill

Idaho Policy Institute (observer)

Robert Hobbs

Assistant Planning Director (table facilitator)

Rick Hogaboam

Nampa City Council

Norm Holm

Nampa Planning Director (table facilitator)

Sean Hunter

Boise State University (observer)

Adam Hutchings

Planning and Zoning Commission

Beth Ineck

Economic Development Director

Matt Jamison

Community Development Program Administrator

Darrin Johnson

Parks Director

Lonnie Johnson

Downtown Resident

Todd Joyner

Attorney – Skaug Law

Steve Kehoe

Planning and Zoning Commission

Paula Kellerer

Nampa School District

Jason Kimball

Nampa Police

Jeff Kirkman

Planning and Zoning Commission

Debbie Kling

City of Nampa Mayor

Annette de Knijf

USFWS – Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge

Sandi Levi

Nampa City Council

Kirsten Lucas

Resident

Meggan Manlove

Trinity New Hope Housing

Lawrence Manning

Arts and Historic Preservation

Melody McCann

Resident

Lantz McGinnis Brown

Idaho Policy Institute (observer)

Jim Mihan

Beck and Baird Landscape Architecture

Bret Miller

Planning and Zoning Commission/ Wes Miller Construction
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Comprehensive Plan Review
Advisory Committee #1 – November 2018
Summary

Carl Miller

COMPASS

Jean Mutchie

Saint Luke’s

Karla Nelson

Nampa Community Planner (Facilitator)

Hubert Osborne

Resident

Joseph Palmer

Vallivue School District

Brian Parker

Valley Regional Transit

David Peterson

Resident

Margie Potter

Salvation Army

Dan Quakenbush

City of Nampa Planner (table facilitator)

Victor Rodriguez

Nampa City Council

Alma Rowell

Resident

Nate Runyan

Deputy Public Works Director (water)

Bobby Sanchez

Chief of Staff – City of Nampa

LaRita Schandorff

Nampa Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory

Karen Schumacher

Resident

Peggy Sellman

Planning and Zoning Commission

Eric Shannon

Nampa Highway District

Don Southard

Resident

Deborah Spille

City of Nampa Treasurer

Cody Swander

Parks Superintendent

Kathleen Tuck

Nampa School District
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Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee
Nampa Civic Center | 311 3rd Street South
Tuesday, October 23, 2018 | 4-6 p.m.
Purpose:
•

Understand the proposed Comprehensive Plan revision process, consider current policies in the 2035
plan, start to review strategies and detail proposed changes.

4:00 p.m.

Welcome - Mayor
•
Introductions

4:10 p.m.

Presentation
•
What is a Comprehensive Plan
•
Nampa’s 2035 Comprehensive Plan Process
•
Nampa’s 2040 revision/update Process
•
Changes Necessitating an Update
•
Key Policies/ Themes in Nampa’s 2035 Plan

4:35 p.m.

Policy Questionnaire – Are these still the right policies?

Break-Out Groups (Housing, Economic Development, Transportation,
Parks-Natural Resources, Public Safety, Utilities)
5:00 p.m.
•
Individually review strategy sections – detail priority level, general
timeframe, if it is neighborhood specific, review staff proposed changes and
determine if they are acceptable and consider if any additional changes, edits
or deletions are needed.
5:20 p.m.
•
Discuss proposed changes with others in your strategy section
5:30 p.m.
•
Report and discuss suggested changes back to the break-out group

4:55 p.m.

5:45 p.m.

Report Back
•
Each break-out group will report back key changes and a few high priority
strategies that were discussed.

5:57 p.m.

Next Steps

City of Nampa • Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee • October 2018
Contact: Karla Nelson, Community Planner • (208) 468-4434 • nelsonk@cityofnampa.us

11/9/2018

Nampa 2040

Meeting 1 Tasks
Purpose: Understand the proposed revision
process, consider policies in the 2035 plan,
start to review strategies and detail proposed
changes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Presentation – Review 2035 Plan Policies
Individually Complete Policy Questionnaire
Break-out Groups
Report back any new strategy suggestions
and discussion points to the full committee.

1

11/9/2018

Comprehensive Plan
Guide for Growth  Community Vision
Local Land Use Planning Act
• Property Rights
• Population
• School Facilities &
Transportation
• Economic Development
• Land Use
• Natural Resources
• Hazardous Areas
• Public Services, Facilities
& Utilities

Transportation
Recreation
Special Areas or Sites
Housing
Community Design
Agriculture
Implementation
National Interest Electric
Transmission Corridors
• Public Airport Facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2035 Comprehensive Plan
Adopted 2012
• 2+ year Process
• 313 residents Involved
• Consultant Team
• 317 pages
• 53 Goals, 200
Objectives, 739
Strategies, 77 Action
Steps

2

11/9/2018

Revision/ Update
Includes
• Review 739 Strategies
• Review Future Land
Uses
• Update Data
• Horizon year of 2040
• Minor Revisions
• Confirm that the plan
is still valid

Process
1. Update Data (Summer/ Fall 2018)
2. Form Community Advisory Committee (October 2018)
a. Review Strategies and propose changes
b. Review the Future Land Use Map and propose
changes (November 2018)
c. Review proposed changes (February/ March
2019)
3. Broader outreach to the community (Winter 2019)
a. Survey
b. Open House(s)
c. Website
4. Formal Hearing Process (Early Spring)
5. 10 Year Strategic Plan (November - May 2019)

3

11/9/2018

Why should we
update the
plan?

Growth
Population: +16,813 (2010 -2018 COMPASS)
Residential Units: +3,511
New Buildings: +3,702

2018
2020
2030
2040
3

Population Forecast
COMPASS TAZ Forecast
City of Nampa Trend (1990-2018)
City of
% Area of
Slow
% Medium % High
%
Nampa*
Impact Growth3
Growth4
Growth5
98,3701
108,080
102,627 2.1 111,360 100,430 1.04 102,746 2.2 106,576 4.17
120,7462 1.3 138,759 110,730 .97 124,626 1.9 147,606 3.2
136,1252 .99 163,090 121,030 .88 146,506 1.6 188,636 2.4

Avg. 9 lowest growth, 4 Avg. 9 medium growth, 5 Avg. 10 highest growth – 1990 - 2018

4

11/9/2018

Plans & Studies
New Plans
• Communities in Motion 2040 - 2.0
• ValleyConnect - 2.0
• Transportation Master Plan
Healthy Impact Nampa Coalition –
Starting to better understand needs by
neighborhood.

Mission
2012 Mission
The city of Nampa
will deliver inspired
and progressive
public services to
enhance the quality
of life for its diverse
community by
upholding the
public trust with
integrity, while
embracing family
values, rich cultural
transitions, and
community partners.

2015 Mission
The City of Nampa staff and
leadership shall serve citizens
by being open and
transparent. Nampa shall
seek to facilitate economic
opportunity by
encouraging free-market
principles, supporting the
community by providing
incentive for economic
development and investing in
our infrastructure and

operating efficiencies.

5
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Vision
2012 Comprehensive Plan Vision

2015 Vision

The city of Nampa is a diverse community
with a pioneering and innovative spirit. Our

Nampa is a caring
community where
people live, work, play,

business friendly environment,
coupled with broadly trained workforce
attracts a wide variety of industries
which contribute to the fabric of our
community. We support business by
providing excellent and consistent services
to help expand our multi-faceted and
diverse economic base. We are a city that
values hard work and provides
opportunity for a variety of

worship and raise
their families. It is a
place of economic
opportunity, with an
independent spirit and
unique identity.

recreational and cultural
activities. A community where there is

time for playing, living, growing, and
learning. The city of Nampa is committed to

planned growth, attracting
economic development and
preserving a high quality of
life.

Planning Process
Agree on
Process
Evaluate &
Revise

Analysis

Monitor

Develop Plan

Implementation

6
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Policies

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Infill

Mixed-Use

• Future Land Use map 15.4%
• Zoning Map 10.9%

7
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Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Housing Diversity
Table 1: Housing Diversity (P=Permitted, C=Conditional Use Permit, X= Not allowed)
Zones
Acres =P
Type
U RA RS RD RML RMH RP BN DB DV DH BC GB2
Single-Family
X P P
P P
P
P
X
X
P P
X X
13,470
Detached
Manufactured X P P
P P
P
P
X
X
X X
X X
13,331
Duplexes
Townhouses
Condominiums

X
X
X

X
X
X

C
X
X

P
X
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

X
C
P

X
X
P

X
P
P

P
P
P

X
X
X

P
P
P

12,841
1,301
2,208

Multi-Family
Tri-plex
Fourplex

P
X
X

X
x
X

X
X
X

X
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

C
P
P

C
C
X

X
X
X

P
X
P

P
P
P

C
X
X

C
P
P

3,265
2,109
2,125

Affordability -

 29.7% of renter households are cost burdened
 26.01% of homeowners are cost burdened
-2012-2016 American Community Survey

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Design Review

Historic Preservation

Maintenance
Gateways

8
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Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Adequate Land for
Industrial Development
• 12% Area of Impact
• 45.% of jobs in
industrial zones pay
more than $3,333/
month;
• 19.7% in commercial
zones
Source: Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics Survey 2015

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Downtown Revitalization

Placemaking

9
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Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Business Friendly
Environment

Community Involvement

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Coordination
COMPASS, VRT, ITD, Highway
Districts, Irrigation Districts, County,
Cities, School Districts….

10
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Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Balanced Transportation
System -safe and
efficient choices
• Pedestrian Friendly
• Bicycle Friendly
• Efficient and Effective
Transit

* 1,427 Households without a vehicle
available; 2.93 people/ household;
4,181 people: Source 2012-2016 ACS

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Efficient movement of Vehicles
• Coordination with other districts
• Alleviate Congestion

11
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Key Policies – Nampa 2035
• Expand parks and
pathways

Community
Parks

Recommend

Current

3.5
acres/1,000

2.59acres/
1,000

Neighborhood 2 acres/1,000 .8 acres/
1000

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
• Preserve
Agricultural lands
• Protect Natural
and
Environmentally
Sensitive Areas

12
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Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Provide Adequate
Funding for Public
Safety
• 1.5 police/1,000,
• 1 firefighter/1,000

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Work with the Community on Crime prevention
•
•
•
•

youth programs
Community Resource Officers
Neighborhood Watch
Nampa Family Justice Center

13
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Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Plan for and fund
project to meet future
public service needs

Key Policies – Nampa 2035
Water
• Protect water
quality and
quantity
• Control impacts of
stormwater runoff
• Minimize impacts of
floodplain

14
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Meeting 1 Tasks
1. Individually Complete Theme Questionnaire
2. Break-out Groups
a) Individually review a category of strategies – flag
strategies that no longer make sense, suggest edits
where needed, consider what is missing. Indicate
priority (High, Medium, Low), Indicate timeframes
(near-term 5 years, Mid-term 5-15, long-term more
than 15 years). Should any strategies be removed –
done, redundant or not useful.
b) Discuss with others who also reviewed your
category.
c) Report & Discuss suggestions to your breakout
group

3. Report back any new strategy suggestions
and discussion points to the full committee.

Upcoming Meetings
• November 15 – Future Land Use
• January 15 – Review Proposed Changes
• Community Input Opportunities –
www.cityofnampa.us/compplan

15

Nampa 2040 Policy Questions
Nampa’s Comprehensive Advisory Committee members were asked to complete the following questionnaire during their
October 2018 meeting. The number of responses for each category are totaled below. The majority of committee
members found that all listed polices were still somewhat or very important. The policies have been reorganized to be in
the order of importance detailed by the committee.
Opening statement on questionnaire: The following are key policies in Nampa’s 2035 Comprehensive Plan. Please indicate
the importance of maintaining these policies as we update and revise the plan. Feel free to cross out sections in the
definitions that you do not support.
#
Policies/Themes
Not
Not Very
Neutral Somewhat Very
Important Important Unsure Important Important
1 Efficient movement of traffic (methods used to
1
1
16
41
alleviate congestion – intersection & signal
improvements, access restrictions, real-time traffic
information, promotion of alternative modes -bus,
bike, walk.)
2 Strive for new development to pay for its cost of
1
1
5
11
41
public infrastructure and services – (design Impact
Fees to cover costs within the confines of Idaho
State Code).
3 Plan for, implement and fund projects to meet
1
2
16
39
future public service needs (water and sewer line
replacement, additional fire stations, roadway
projects, city buildings)
4 Promote Infill (development of new housing or
1
2
2
15
39
other buildings on scattered vacant or under-used
sites within areas that are already largely
developed – the practice is meant to enliven urban
areas and decrease urban sprawl)
5 Protect Water Quality and Quantity – (Ensure that
1
1
19
37
the city has water rights to serve future needs and
the ability to distribute high quality water to
residents).
6 Provide Adequate Funding for public safety (1.5
2
1
18
37
police officers/1,000 residents, 1 firefighter/1,000
residents)
7 Adequate Industrial Land (preserve industrial areas
5
16
37
on the future land use map for industrial uses Industrial developments tend to bring higher paying
jobs)
8 Promote Mixed-Use (pedestrian friendly
1
2
3
20.5
35.5
development that blends residential with
commercial, office, service or other uses– the
practice is meant to create interesting places that
are less dependent on automobiles. Land use
compatibility is addressed through design)
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Nampa 2040 Policy Questions
Policies/Theme
9
10

11
12

13

14

15

16
17

18

19

Community Involvement - (Meaningfully engage
the community in planning, plan implementation
and the decision-making process).
Housing Affordability (Generally defined as paying
no more than 30% of your income toward housing
costs, housing options are available for the full
range of incomes in Nampa).
Business Friendly Environment – (Clear &
consistent processes, competitive timelines and
fees)
Housing Diversity (Many types of housing options
are available – single family, townhouses, duplexes,
apartments, condominiums, patio homes, and
more)
Expand parks and pathways to improve quality of
life for Nampa residents – (based on community
feedback and national guidelines for different types
of park acres/ pop.)
Pedestrian Friendly – (Accessible, safe, ADA
compliant, sidewalks or pathways that connect
through and to developments; landscaped areas
buffer pedestrians from car traffic; street trees
provide shade; buildings are oriented to sidewalks
and provide visual interest).
Coordination (coordination between city
departments, neighboring and overlapping
jurisdictions, COMPASS, Valley Regional Transit and
others on plans, plan implementation, growth areas
and services).
Work with the community on crime prevention –
(Youth programs, Community Resource Officers,
Neighborhood watch programs).
Balanced Transportation System (facilities that are
designed to safely allow people to access all the
places that they need to go regardless of their
transportation mode (car, bike, bus, foot,
wheelchair).
Downtown Revitalization (Invest in plazas,
streetscapes building facades, business
development and encourage high density
residential development to help revitalize
downtown).
Control impacts of Stormwater Runoff (Prevent
pollution and debris from ending up in waterways
and handle flooding from heavy rain).

Not
Important

Not Very
Important

Neutral
Unsure
1

Somewhat
Important
23

Very
Important
35

4

8

12

35

1

23

34

8

16

34

6

20

33

5

22

32

1

4

22

32

1

4

21

32

1

2

7

16

32

2

2

8

15.5

31.5

1

5

23

29

1

1
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Nampa 2040 Policy Questions
Policies/Theme
20 Preserve Agricultural Lands (Encourage infill,
support local agriculture, explore other
opportunities for preservation)
21 Commercial Design Review – (Requiring design
standards for new development including % of
facades dedicated for windows, quality of
materials, building placement, pedestrian
orientation, landscaping, screening of unsightly
elements, etc.).
22 Gateways – Create pleasing entrances to the city
with landscaping elements, building design
standards, welcoming signs and unique elements
like art or banners.
23 Protect Natural and Environmentally Sensitive
Areas (Ex. consider impacts of development near
Lake Lowell).
24 Placemaking – Investment in small neighborhood
or downtown amenities which make places
memorable and unique like Wall Street Alley, public
art, landscaping, etc.
25 Consider incentives for new developments
(reduced fees etc.) if specific community goals are
advanced -(affordable housing, infill development,
highly paid jobs).
26 Safe and Efficient Movement of Freight –
(Encouraging freight trucks to utilize specific
corridors (with minimal impact to downtown and
residential neighborhoods) that are designed to
accommodate wide turns).
27 Maintenance – requirements for property owners
to provide a certain level of maintenance including
removal of weeds and caring for dilapidated
structures – Note: increased enforcement requires
additional staff.
28 Residential Design Review – (Requiring design
standards for new residential development,
including quality of materials, landscaping, etc.).
29 Develop disaster/ evacuation plans
30 Reduce Hazards (Educate citizens, identify
hazardous areas and mitigate where possible).
31 Protect the Airport and its Neighbors (Encourage
future land uses and overlay codes around the
airport designed to promote safety and reduce
future conflicts - while protecting property owner
rights)

Not
Important
3

Not Very
Important
2

Neutral
Unsure
10

Somewhat
Important
17

Very
Important
27

3

1

4

25

26

4

2

2

25.5

24.5

1

9

26

22

2

3

9

23

22

2

1

13

22

21

2

6

29.5

20.5

7

28.5

20.5

3

4

3

13.5

18.5

20

2

5
6

9
16

22
17

19
17

14

25.5

16

3
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Nampa 2040 Policy Questions
Policies/Theme
32 Minimize impacts of floodplain/floodway –
(acquire parcels for a greenbelt and explore other
options for reducing the floodplain).
33 Historic Preservation Codes – (Development of
codes which promote the preservation and
restoration of historic properties according to
historic design principles).

Not
Important

Not Very
Important
2

Neutral
Unsure
13

Somewhat
Important
28

Very
Important
15

1

7

8

27

14

The list above does not include all policies in the comprehensive plan but is meant to capture key themes.
Comments: (Can you think of other key policies which should be considered as we revise and update the Comprehensive
Plan? Do you have concerns with any of the policies listed?

In order to help us think about the City of Nampa Mission and Vision please answer the following questions:
1. What do people in Nampa value?

2. What do Nampa residents expect from city government?
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Economic Development
Chapter 4 Economic Development & Chapter 11 Cultural and Historic Sites, Chapter 7 Public
Services, Chapter 8 Community Design (Economic Development Specific Strategies) (Priority is
High, Medium or Low, Time is when it could be implemented - near (0-5yrs) Medium (6-10), Long 11 + years)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Economic

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

High
Near All
Ex:
Goal 1: Utilize resources and amenities to stimulate economic development while preserving our natural
resources and protecting our environment.
Objective 1: Foster economic development that provides family-supporting Some High
Near
wages and benefits.
Strategy 1: Recruit environmentally sound and economically viable business
Yes
High
Near
and industry that provide living wages and benefits.
Chapter 4 Economic Development

Strategy 2: Support both professional and technical education as well as
workforce training offered by local institutions of higher education.
Objective 2: Be the community of choice in Idaho for industry and
businesses with resources to start, grow and locate business.
Strategy 1: Refine and build on Nampa’s target industry clusters including:
(food processing, electronic manufacturing, (robotics) advanced
manufacturing: transportation, logistics and distribution: and (back office)
professional services.
Strategy 2: Enhance the infrastructure and community amenities to attract
our targeted industries and make it easier for those businesses to expand
here.
Strategy 3: Develop innovative incentives for businesses to choose Nampa.
Strategy 4: Continue to develop informational materials for recruiting
potential businesses including brochures, pamphlets and materials to be
posted on the City website
Strategy 5: Support the following economic development programs:
a. Community Development Block Grant Program;
b. Boise Valley Economic Partnership and
c. Industrial Revenue Bond Authority.

Some

High

Near

Most

High

Near

Yes

High

Near

Some

High

Near

Yes
Yes

Med
High

Med
Near

Yes

High

Near

Strategy 6: Partner with the business community to promote the use of
existing vacant buildings [Very few options].
Objective 3: Promote industrial development in Nampa in order to
strengthen our tax base.
Strategy 1: Ensure and/ or plan for an ample supply of attractive properties
for future business development with efficient transportation,
communication, utilities, and amenities to support business and industrial
growth.
Strategy 2: Protect commercial and industrial development surrounding the
airport.

Some

Yes

High

Near

Some

High

Near
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Some

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Economic

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

Strategy 3: Identify specific areas in the City of Nampa for shovel-ready
industrial or commercial projects.

Yes

high

Near

Objective 4: Encourage the development of retail and service businesses in
locations that are accessible by walking or biking and reduce the need for
cross-town traffic.
Strategy 1: Encourage mixed-use and infill development in areas identified on
the comprehensive plan map.
Strategy 2: Encourage the location of commercial services and areas of
employment within walking or biking distance from residences, where
possible
Objective 5: Encourage the development of entrepreneur and start-up
businesses.
Strategy 1: Support business incubator services as offered through the BSU
TECenter or other institutions.
Strategy 2: Coordinate small business counseling opportunities and training
events in Nampa from the Idaho Small Business Development Center, the
SBA, the Idaho Department of Commerce and others.
Strategy 3: Encourage development of small business and entrepreneur
network support groups similar to kickstand in Boise.
Strategy 4: Pursue formation of angel investment fund for Canyon County
firms.
Objective 6: Provide a business-friendly environment.
Strategy 1: Deliver the most expedient permitting, inspecting and
development services.
Strategy 2: Continue to support community amenities, such as educational
opportunities, arts and cultural activities, recreational amenities, a vibrant
downtown, tourism and community events that provide an environment
where new business wants to locate.
Strategy 3: Maintain and improve the aesthetics of our neighborhoods,
commercial corridors and gateway entrances to enhance our image and spur
private development.
Strategy 4: Work closely with the local institutions of higher learning to
enhance those institutions’ significant and integral contributions to the local
economy and community life.
Objective 7: Maximize economic opportunities for the City by participating
in regional economic development efforts as well as coordination with other
local governments.
Strategy 1: Continue active participation in regional and metropolitan
associations and planning efforts to pursue regional economic developments
objectives.

Little

High

Near

Little

High

Near
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No

Yes

Cont.

Yes

Cont.

Yes
No

Med

Med

Some
Yes

Cont.

Some

high

near

Some

high

Near

Yes

Cont.

Yes

Cont.

Yes

Cont.

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Economic

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

Objective 8: Enhance Nampa’s current resources in order to promote a
diverse economic base.
Strategy 1: Strengthen the community resources that support a businessfriendly environment such as housing, arts, education and daycare
opportunities.
Strategy 2: Continue to explore ways to improve Nampa’s airport for local
businesses, employers, visitors and residents.
a. Support the Airport Master Plan, Maintain flexibility to accommodate
changing needs by users; Develop flexible facilities to support variety
of airport types; and Provide for expansion of aviation facilities.
Strategy 3: Expand tourism-related activities.
Strategy 4: Support freight and air service as a tool for business development
and job creation. (not much for air)
Strategy 5: Encourage the wise location of business & industry to best utilize
our existing infrastructure and minimize future negative impact to the
community.

Some

Strategy 6: Form an Economic Development Council to advise the City on
business development issues, formulate policy, support businesses and
promote Nampa. [incorporated in Strategy 7]
Strategy 7: Continue to work collaboratively with the Nampa Chamber of
Commerce to promote business development and foster a business-friendly
environment.

Tried

Objective 9: Encourage the formation, retention and expansion of
manufacturing and high-tech businesses.
Strategy 1: Work with Boise Valley Economic Partnership (BVEP), the
Chamber of Commerce and Idaho Departments of Commerce and Labor as
well as others in the identification, exploration, and development of new
markets and/or expansion of existing markets for local products and services.

Yes
Yes

Cont.

Strategy 2: Encourage local economic development organizations to maintain
and improve databases pertinent to prospective new businesses in areas such
as space and land availability, costs, capacities, labor force and education

Yes

Cont.

Some

High

Near All

Some

Med.

Med.

Yes
Some

Med.
Med.

Med.
Med.

Yes

Med.

Med.

Yes

Cont.

CHAPTER Seven – Public Services, Facilities, Utilities and National Interest Electrical Lines
GOAL 10: Continue to provide the best possible library services for the
community.
OBJECTIVE 1: Continue to update, expand and evolve the library system to
provide the most convenient access to library services to the greatest
number of Nampa’s citizens.
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Economic

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

STRATEGY 1: Build a new library facility. [DONE – Consider Removal]

Yes

STRATEGY 2: Maintain and expand library service in conjunction with ongoing
growth and development.
STRATEGY 3: Explore the potential for future development of branch libraries
which would be conveniently located and integral parts of neighborhoods.
STRATEGY 4: Foster a sense of community with space for programming as well
as ease of access to collections.
STRATEGY 5: Serve the community’s literacy and education needs.

Yes

Cont.

No

Med.

Yes

Med.

Yes

Med.

STRATEGY 6: Work to continuously improve staffing, services, and
Some Med
infrastructure in order to meet the mission of the library.
STRATEGY 7: Serve the unique needs of an increasingly multicultural
Some Cont.
community.
STRATEGY 8: Contribute to a vibrant community by promoting Nampa’s
Yes
Cont.
cultural heritage and fostering cultural resources.
STRATEGY 9: Continue to meet the community demand for recreational and
Yes
Med.
popular library materials.
GOAL 11: Work with healthcare service providers to insure the best medical care for the citizens of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 1: Provide the highest level of medical care locally for the people of Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Research opportunities to pursue a regional, trauma hospital
Yes
located within the Nampa City limits.
STRATEGY 2: Coordinate with healthcare providers to ensure adequate
Yes
facilities are in place in Nampa as the City continues to grow.
STRATEGY 3: Support programs that provide healthcare access to the
Some
uninsured and underinsured.
ADDITIONAL STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS:
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Tourism/Downtown/Historic

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

CHAPTER FOUR – ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Ex.
High
Long All
Goal 1: Utilize resources and amenities to stimulate economic development while preserving our natural
resources and protecting our environment.
OBJECTIVE 10: Recognize and support the City of Nampa’s agri-business
Some High/
Near All
heritage.
Med
STRATEGY 1: Develop a strategy to promote local use and consumption of
Tried High/
Near/ All
locally produced goods.
Med
Med
STRATEGY 2: Support agri-tourism opportunities that can provide additional
Some High/
Near/ Ag.
income to help keep farms financially sound.
Low
Long Areas
STRATEGY 3: Continue to support the Nampa Farmers’ Market and explore
the opportunity of establishing an indoor Farmers Market that could be open
year around.
OBJECTIVE 11: Promote and assist in the development of the City’s tourism
attractions, including cultural, natural, and commercial attractions.
STRATEGY 1: Recognize that tourism is a vital economic tool for the City.

Some

High/
Med

Near/ 201,
Med 202

Yes

High

Near 201, 202,

STRATEGY 2: Support the Nampa Tourism Development Council.
STRATEGY 3: Expand and support the Idaho Center Campus and Horse park by
promoting national and international events held at this facility.

Yes
Yes

STRATEGY 4: Support tourism in the area by encouraging local institutions,
businesses and facilities to plan, coordinate and expand tourism-related
activities.
STRATEGY 5: Support the retention and expansion of Community Events.
STRATEGY 6: Continue to support the future implementation of an Auditorium
District for the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 12: Support downtown revitalization.
STRATEGY 1: Build a thriving downtown and vibrant commercial area through
strategic public investments, which foster new business growth.
STRATEGY 2: Work with the Downtown Business Association to put together a
strategic plan for the Business Improvement District (BID). [HAPPENING NOW]

Yes

High
Near
High(2) Med/ 204
/Med
Near
- Long
High(2)/ Med/ 201, 202,
Med
Near 204, 203
- Long
High
Near All
High/
Near
Cont.

STRATEGY 3: Evaluate the possibility of following the Main Street Program or
establish broader district boundaries for the BID and provide staff support
funded by the BID. [DONE]
STRATEGY 4: Create and market events built around Nampa’s unique
characteristics and heritage.
STRATEGY 5: Create live, work and play opportunities.
STRATEGY 6: Expand the WiFi wireless program. [DONE]
STRATEGY 7: Continue to support the creation of central gathering places in
downtown Nampa such as the Lloyd Square
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Some

Some
Yes
Most
Some

High

Yes

High

Yes

High

Yes

High

Yes
Some
Yes

High
High/
Med.

204

Near- 201,202,
Long 203, 206
Near

Near

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Tourism/Downtown/Historic

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

CHAPTER ELEVEN – CULTURAL AND HISTORIC SITES
GOAL 1: Promote and preserve historic buildings and districts, architectural significance and historical legacy.
OBJECTIVE 1: Promote, encourage and facilitate the development and
historic preservation that are reflective of historic and physical attributes
and contribute to the unique nature of the specific area.
OBJECTIVE 2: Identify buildings that can be placed on the National Register
of Historic Places.
OBJECTIVE 3: Continue to identify areas and sites that should be recognized
and preserved as historic site and structures.
STRATEGY 1: Prepare a historic resources inventory of the downtown and
older neighborhoods.
STRATEGY 2: Support the Idaho State Historical Society’s Certified Local
Government program.
STRATEGY 3: Support the City Historic Preservation Commission.

Some

Med/
High

Med/ 201,
Near 202

Some

Yes

Med

Med/
Near
Med/
Near
Med/
Near
Med

201, 202,
203

Yes

Med/
High
Med/
High
Med

Yes

Med/
High
Med/
High
Med

Med/
Near
Med/
Near
Med

201, 202,
203

Some

201, 202,
203
201, 202,
203

201, 202,
STRATEGY 4: Identify and designate new historic districts. (Could still be
Yes
203
considered for 202)
STRATEGY 5: Use historic overlay zones, local designation status and other
No
protective measures in conjunction with an historic preservation ordinance
which guide or regulate the use or modification of significant historic areas in
the community. (Need to determine if historic neighborhoods want an
ordinance)
GOAL 2: Rehabilitate historic or architecturally significant structures for continued commercial and residential
use or appropriate adaptive reuse.
OBJECTIVE 4: Define identify and establish formal historic districts in
Med
Med
Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 5: Encourage the preservation of the historic identity of
Some Med/
Med/
downtown “Old Town District” Nampa.
High
Near
STRATEGY 1: Develop tools to assist in the preservation of historic structures
Some Med/
Med/
and neighborhoods.
High
Near
a. Revise or add codes and ordinances that encourage preservation or
rehabilitation efforts. b. Enact a preservation ordinance, to protect individual
landmarks and/or historic sites or properties. c. Develop a historic
preservation design manual. d. Prepare a reconnaissance survey of the
downtown and older neighborhoods. e. Establish historic zone overlay where
needed. f. Prepare architectural design guidelines and manual for historic
districts.
STRATEGY 2: Encourage rehabilitation of existing structures.
Yes
Med
Med
STRATEGY 3: Encourage the remodeling of second stories into residential
No
Med
Med/ 201, 202,
dwelling units in the downtown.
Near 203
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Tourism/Downtown/Historic

Implemented

STRATEGY 4: Discourage “demolition by neglect” of historic buildings by
utilizing public and private resources.
STRATEGY 5: Explore zoning code relative to remodel and rehabilitation
requirements for historic structures.
STRATEGY 6: Review exterior modifications of designated historic buildings.

Some
Some
Some

STRATEGY 7: Explore federal historic tax credits to assist in the preservation of Some
historic buildings.

Priority Time Tract
High(2)/
Med
High(2)/
Med
High(2)/
Med
High(2)

Med/
Near
Med/
Near
Med/
Near
Near

GOAL 3: Increase public awareness of historic resources, preservation concerns and the community’s
heritage.
OBJECTIVE 6: Encourage activities and events which will celebrate the
historic attributes the City.
STRATEGY 1: Establish historic preservation week.
No
Med/
Med/
Low
Near
STRATEGY 2: Expand interpretive signage in the designated special areas of
Yes
Med
Med/
the historical urban center.
Near
STRATEGY 3: Expand and continue historical walking tour guide and public
Yes
Med/
Med/
education.
High
Near
GOAL 5: Protect newly discovered or designated archaeological sites.
OBJECTIVE 8: Take appropriate measures to document and/or preserve
archaeological sites.
STRATEGY 1: If archaeological sites are found, an archaeologist should be
Yes
High
Near
contacted to identify the appropriate action that should be taken.
GOAL 6: Support the State of Idaho’s Scenic Byway Program.
OBJECTIVE 9: Support the Snake River Scenic Byway.
STRATEGY 1: Support the State of Idaho in establishing scenic byway locations
in the Nampa area.

Yes

High

Near

GOAL 7: Preserve and Enhance and Expand Nampa’s Cultural Facilities and Sites.
OBJECTIVE 10: Celebrate Nampa’s Cultural Facilities, and Sites.
STRATEGY 1: Support cultural sites, activities and events, such as:
Yes
a. Hispanic Cultural Center of Idaho; b. Nampa Civic Center; c. The Idaho
Center and Horse Park; d. Lake Lowell; e. Lakeview Park;
f. Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge; g. Northwest Nazarene University; and h.
Warhawk Museum and; i. Snake River Stampede.
STRATEGY 2: Support annual community cultural activities and events.
Yes
STRATEGY 3: Encourage the development of future cultural events, activities
Some
for the betterment of the citizens of Nampa.
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High

High
High

Near

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Tourism/Downtown/Historic

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

CHAPTER EIGHT – COMMUNITY DESIGN
Goal 1: Improve the physical appearance and image of the city of Nampa
OBJECTIVE 21: Strengthen and enhance the City of Nampa’s downtown area
for the citizens of Nampa
STRATEGY 1: Implement the Nampa Downtown Streetscape Standards.
Some
a. Implement streetscapes plan such as , street furniture, surfaces, street
trees, kiosks, public art and interpretive signage in designated special
areas of the downtown area; b. Implement the proposed Nampa utility
program in the downtown; c. Maintain streetscape
b. plan items, including sidewalk paving, trees, planting strips, irrigation,
streetlights, and other furnishings; and d. Continue the lighting
program for safe traffic circulation in the downtown area.
STRATEGY 2: Implement the Central Nampa Revitalization Blueprint Program. Some
a. Adopt & commit to Central Nampa Vision;
b. Define Central Nampa Development System; c. Initiate Strategic Economic
Catalysts; d. Enhance the “Place” Central Nampa; and
e. Develop and Implement a Communication Plan.
STRATEGY 3: Conduct a periodic review the Design Review Plan Review
No
Checklist to determine the need for future revisions.

High/
Med

Near

High/
Med

High/
Med (2)

STRATEGY 4: Provide access to the downtown via sidewalks, trails and bike
lanes.
OBJECTIVE 22: Create public plazas within the City.

Some

High (2) Near

STRATEGY 1: Develop a public plaza that has:
a. Sitting places; b. Trees; c. Water features; d. A place for food; e. Easy public
access; f. Effective Capacity; g. Connection to indoor spaces; and
h. Lighting.
OBJECTIVE 23: Support public/private partnership public arts programs.

Yes

High

Near

STRATEGY 1: Cultivate a Healthy Arts Community.
a. Support the Nampa Arts Council in establishing community arts programs;
b. Establish Nampa as a leading Northwest community through the
encouragement of cultural arts and artistic opportunities;
c. Integrate artistic aesthetics into community design;
d. Provide for space in new City construction for public works of art;
e. Encourage new developments to integrate for works of art into public
transition space and common areas;
f. Work with NAC and other arts organizations to develop community/public
art/ mural projects to beautify and preserve pedestrian and vehicular rightsof-way; and
g. Create accessible presentation and work space.

Some

High

Near
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Tourism/Downtown/Historic

Implemented

STRATEGY 2: Support the Nampa Arts Commission (NAC), Hispanic Cultural
Center (HCC), the Nampa Civic Center (NNC) and other arts organizations in
providing accessible arts outreach opportunities for all Nampa citizens.
a. Work with NAC, the HCC, and other arts organizations to develop artist loft
space in the downtown area.
b. Work with area arts organizations and businesses to develop accessible arts
exhibit, performance, rehearsal and office space.
STRATEGY 3: Educate the public of the importance of public art in the
community.
STRATEGY 4: Encourage community events, activities and festivals, which
celebrate the arts and cultural attributes of the City.
STRATEGY 5: Develop and Implement a plan to preserve and maintain existing
public arts works.

Little

Priority Time Tract
High (2)
Med

No
Yes
No

High(2)/
Low
High(2)/
Med
High(2)/
Med

ADDITIONAL STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS
Mtg. #1 Comment: Workshops that are provided to all members of the
community on how to write grants and acquire the capital and resources
necessary to implement them.
Mtg. #1 Comment: Grant workshop for art/history project
Mtg. #1 Comment: Artist in residence program for Downtown.

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Design

Implemented Priority Time Tract
Ex. Med.
Long All

CHAPTER EIGHT – COMMUNITY DESIGN

GOAL 1: Improve the physical appearance and image of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 1: Continue to support the Nampa building and site design
standards.
STRATEGY 1: Protect and enhance the visual character and economic value of
the City’s commercial corridors.
OBJECTIVE 2: Develop a sense of community that meets needs of its citizens
by creating a visually stimulating and aesthetically pleasing community.
STRATEGY 1: Maintain a design review process to enhance the types of
structure that are being constructed.
(Esp. Commercial/Ind.)
STRATEGY 2: Develop and implement design guidelines for Multi-family
Residential, Commercial and Industrial Development. [Done for Commercial,
do we want this for residential] – Multi-family - Yes
OBJECTIVE 3: Maintain, develop or expand design review guidelines that
assist citizens, business owners and design professionals to contribute
positively to surrounding commercial and residential neighborhoods.
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Some

Med.

Near All

Some

High

Near All

Some

Med.

Near All

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Design

Implemented

STRATEGY 1: In the development of future design review guidelines the City
may consider the following issues:
a. Foster designs that are sensitive to both the proposed site as well as its
surroundings; b. Encourage improvements that respect or improve
neighborhood character; c. Promote individuality and character of
commercial areas through design; d. Reinforce the importance of the
pedestrian with scale and space; e. Integrate appropriate landscaping that
aesthetically enhances the ground level;
f. Promote the design of courtyards and public open space areas where
appropriate; g. Suggest ideas and provide examples for practical design
solutions; h. Achieve a high standard of commercial design; i. Encourage
design that balances the needs of both the pedestrian and vehicle and j.
Foster a commercial setting that will contribute to the social life and
economic vitality of the neighborhood and City.
STRATEGY 2: Annually review the design standards to determine if any
modifications are needed.
STRATEGY 3: Continue to enforce design review standards.
STRATEGY 4: Develop Neighborhood Plan(s) as needed. - These plans are
master plans for development or redevelopment of neighborhoods. These
refinement plans could include community design and development
standards to ensure that neighborhoods are developed in a manner that
promotes neighborhood livability and a pedestrian-friendly environment.

Priority Time Tract

Some

High

Near 201,
202,
203,
204.01,
204.02,
206.02,
210.02

No

High

Near All

Yes
Few

High
High

Near All
Near 201, 202,

Yes

Med.

Med. 201, 202,

STRATEGY 2: Prepare architectural design guidelines for historic districts.

Yes

Med.

OBJECTIVE 15: Revise the sign ordinance in order to avoid visual clutter, that
may be harmful to vehicular and pedestrian safety promotes business
opportunities and creates an attractive appearance throughout the City.
STRATEGY 1: Protect and enhance scenic views and natural landscapes by
avoiding the visual clutter created by excessive signage.
STRATEGY 2: Provide reasonable limits on the magnitude and extent of
graphic communication presented to the public.
STRATEGY 3: Signage should not dominate the appearance of the area.
[DONE- Suggested for Removal]

Yes

Med.

Med. All as
needed
Near All

OBJECTIVE 8: Foster recognition, rehabilitation and preservation of historic
sites and districts.
STRATEGY 1: Identify historic structures by conducting reconnaissance
surveys.
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203,
204.01,
204.02,
206.01,
211,
205.01

203,
204.01,
204.02,
211

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Design

Implemented
OBJECTIVE 16: Signage should reflect and support the desired character and Yes
development patterns of the various zoning districts.
STRATEGY 1: Signs should be appropriate for the specific sign use and its
location.
STRATEGY 2: Distinguish between signs that require visibility from
automobiles and those that are oriented to pedestrians.
OBJECTIVE 17: Encourage the development of reasonable, orderly and
Yes
effective sign designs.
STRATEGY 1: Sign standards should be reflective of the uniquely identifiable
areas of the community and are compatible to their surroundings.
a. Revise sign ordinance to encourage monument signs in lieu of pole signs. b.
Discourage development of billboards and electronic displays in the City. c.
Maintain and enhance the visual aesthetics of the City. d. Promote the use of
aesthetically pleasing sign materials, colors and types. e. Prevent the use of
non-conforming roadside signs on all roads and highways within the City.
f. Develop guidelines that provide time limits on the use of temporary signs.
OBJECTIVE 18: Create a comprehensive sign program that promotes the
Some
compatibility of signage with the building design and site plan.
STRATEGY 1: Signs should be considered a component of the design concept
for the site and building architecture;
STRATEGY 2: Sign sizes, proportions and scale contribute to the overall quality
of a project;
STRATEGY 3: Signs should compliment building details rather than compete
with them, such as, signage which extend above the roof line, or cover
architectural details, columns, or windows;
STRATEGY 4: In most instances, signage should be designed in proportion to
its size, location, and background;
STRATEGY 5: The utilization of compatible materials for signs is encouraged;
STRATEGY 6: Promote building-mounted signage compatible with, and
complementary to, building design and architecture;
STRATEGY 7: Quality and durable materials should be used for monument
type and ground-mounted signs, so that they are not easily damaged;
STRATEGY 8: Color and material selection for signs should relate to the color
scheme and texture of the building or project materials rather than depend
upon “high contrast” factors in order to be effective and
STRATEGY 9: Signage should be compatible with land use, location, and
special circumstances.
STRATEGY 10: Adopt code enforcement regulations that will guide the
enforcement the adopted sign ordinance.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION: Maintain a sign code that avoids visual clutter
and enhances the image of Nampa while allowing for business visibility.
[Existing sign strategies have largely been incorporated into the code]
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Priority Time Tract
High

Near All

High

Near All

High

Near All

Med.

Med. All

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Design

Implemented
OBJECTIVE 19: Enhance the economic vitality of existing businesses and
industries.
STRATEGY 1: Protect and enhance the economic viability of the City’s
Some
commercial corridors by assuring aesthetic appeal to businesses and residents
alike;
STRATEGY 2: Develop safe and effective signage that identifies the
Some
establishment of activity that is being considered and
STRATEGY 3: Create adequate sign entrance corridors to appropriately
Some
welcome visitors to the community and direct them to points of interest and
special events.

Priority Time Tract

Med.

Near All

Med.

Near All

Med.

Near All

Little

Med

Med All as
needed

STRATEGY 2: Support business/City efforts to enhance appearance and
character of Nampa/Caldwell Boulevard.
a. Consider landscaping, trees, sidewalks and other improvements and b.
Develop a partnership with the City of Caldwell to implement this program.

Little

High

Near 201,

STRATEGY 3: Develop signage at entrance corridors to appropriately welcome
visitors to the Community and direct them to points of interest and special
events.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION: Improve the aesthetics of freeway entrances
with landscaping, art work or other enhancements.

Some

Med.

Near All as
needed

Med.

Near All as
needed

High

Near All as
needed

Med.

Med. All

OBJECTIVE 20: Establish and identify City gateways for the City Center
District, the Nampa Civic Center, NNU, City neighborhoods (e.g., Old Nampa
District), the Lakeview Park District, Nampa Greenways, Lake Lowell, the
Idaho Center, the BSU West Campus, Karcher Center area, Nampa/Caldwell
Boulevard and entrances into the City.
STRATEGY 1: Promote and encourage aesthetically pleasing approaches and
entryway to the City through street design, landscaping and signage.
a. Enhance major gateways into the City to provide a positive first
impression; b. Create gateway signage that will enhance the area and
improve the City’s identity; c. Expand the City entrance signage to all
entries into the City; d. Develop a visual gateway to improve the City’s
identity; and e. Develop a landscaping design and maintenance
program all gateways into the community.

OBJECTIVE 24: Identify and determine the visual impacts (weed control),
storage (outdoor and trash), lighting and utility structures effect the physical
appearance of the City.
STRATEGY 1: Discourage proliferation of visual clutter along public rights-ofSome
ways, such as billboards, signs, dumpsters, power lines and others visual
impacts.
STRATEGY 2: Minimize the use of new overhead utility lines.
No
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206.02,
210.02,
211,
204.02

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long(11+); Tract=census tract(if area specific)

STRATEGY 3: Develop, maintain and enforce beautification standards for
design, property maintenance and landscaping
OBJECTIVE 25: Properties should be free of unsightly objects, trash and litter
and the accumulation of weeds or “deleterious growths.”
STRATEGY 1: Encourage the screening or fencing of all salvage and junkyards.
STRATEGY 2: Residential and commercial outdoor storage should be screened
to hide unsightly objects.
STRATEGY 3: Enforce the removal of weeds, junk vehicles and, trash on
properties.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION: Increase capacity with additional code
compliance officers.

Some

Med.

Med. All

Yes

High

Near All

Most

Med.

Near All

Some

Med.

Near All

Low

Med. All

OBJECTIVES 26: Reduce the amount of ambient light that filters to adjacent
property or in the sky.
STRATEGY 1: Identify the visual impacts of fugitive lighting.

Yes

High

Near All

STRATEGY 2: Establish a Dark Sky Ordinance.

No

High

Med. All

ADDITIONAL STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS:
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Housing
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Chapter 3 Housing & Chapter 8 Community Design (Housing/Neighborhood Specific
Strategies) (Priority is High, Medium or Low, Time is when it could be implemented - near (0-5yrs) Medium (6-10yrs),
Long 11 + years)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Neighborhoods

Implemented
Ex.

Chapter 3 Housing

Priority Time
High

Med

Tract
All

Goal 1: Provide an adequate supply and mix of housing that meets the needs of present and future
residents in terms of cost, location, accessibility, housing type, lot size, design and neighborhood character.
Objective 1: Support incentives for high quality development.
Strategy 1: Support development concepts that incorporate a mix of
compatible land uses.

Some

Med

Near

Objective 2: Encourage infill development rather than expanding
development outside of the City.
Strategy 1: Develop strategies for infill housing development. [In Process]
Strategy 2: Determine the housing capacity within the infill area. [Not
needed – time consuming]
Objective 3: Locate housing in areas that promote employment
opportunities.
a. Support mixed use developments.
b. Construct affordable housing near College of Western Idaho
(CWI) and Northwest Nazarene University (NWNU).
Strategy 1: The comprehensive plan map would be modified to locate
housing land uses throughout the City. [More scientific mapping req.]

Some

Med

Near

Some
No

Med/H
Med
(2)
Med

Near
Near/
Med
Med

Objective 4: Maintain the integrity of the residential housing in historic
districts.
Strategy 1: Develop strategies that will assist in the identification and
preservation of historic residential buildings.
Objective 10: Build strong, cohesive neighborhoods and communities.

Some

Some

Some
Some

Strategy 1: Promote increased owner-occupied housing within
No
neighborhoods. [How? – Consider removal & add desire to see more
owner-occupied housing to text]
Strategy 2: Provide a balance of amenities in neighborhoods, such as,
Some
public parks, sidewalks, pathways, connectivity.
Strategy 3: Partner with the local banking community, the Nampa Housing No
Authority, federal housing agencies, Mercy Housing and others to acquire
occupants for vacant residential housing units. [Not likely habitable] [1st
mtg. comment: Why not? Start small and….? – response: in 2012 there
were many more vacant properties than today, now the few that are
vacant are in very poor condition and couldn’t easily be occupied]
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Med(2) Med
(2)
Low
Med

High

Near/
Med 203,
maybe
202
Near

High/
Med

Near/ 202,201,
Med 203,

Med

Med

205.04

Housing
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Neighborhoods

Implemented

Strategy 4: Prepare neighborhood plans to encourage a sense of
community.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION: build neighborhood associations and
develop a small grant program for neighborhoods – grants could be used
on a variety of projects aimed at improving the neighborhood such as art
installations, cleanups, community gatherings, playgrounds, etc....
CHAPTER EIGHT – COMMUNITY DESIGN (Housing/Neighborhood Strategies)

Few

Priority Time
Low/
High
Low

Med/
near

Ex. Med

Near

Med

Med

High
(2)

Near

GOAL 1: Improve the physical appearance and image of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 9: Develop standards that will promote attractive infill
development, which is compatible with or improves the quality of
established neighborhoods. [In Process]
STRATEGY 1: As new infill and redevelopment occurs the following
guidelines should be considered:
a. Encourage landscape and beautification efforts; b. Flexible setbacks
should be allowed and c. Development should be designed to be visually
attractive from the street.
STRATEGY 2: Encourage infill and redevelopment to be pedestrianoriented [In Process]
STRATEGY 3: Use design standards and incentives to ensure that new infill
and redevelopment are compatible with established development.
STRATEGY 4: Set forth criteria for building design and landscaping.

Some

Med
(2)
Some
Med/
High
Some
Low/
Med
STRATEGY 5: Develop strategies that encourage infill development such as: No [In
Med
a. Developing land use overlay polices for infill development; b. Modifying Process] (2)
application process; c. Streamlining application, review and permitting
process; d. Developing criteria to guide staff in reviewing infill
development projects and e. Creating a taskforce to develop infill
development incentives.
OBJECTIVE 10: Build strong, cohesive neighborhoods and communities.
High

Near

STRATEGY 1: Encourage the development of diverse communities
(neighborhoods) that provide a mix of uses, a variety of employment
options, social and recreational opportunities, and an assortment of
amenities within walking distance of residential development.
STRATEGY 2: Encourage the development of new neighborhoods that
possess their own special sense of place, through attractive design of
public places; proximity to schools, parks and other services.
STRATEGY 3: Preserve and enhance the distinct identities and historic
character of existing neighborhoods and structures. [How? – Historic
Preservation? – Consider removal and add desire to text]
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No

Near
Med
Near

Near

Little

Med /
Low

Near

Some

Low/
Med
(2)
Med
(2)

Med

Some

Med

Tract

201

Housing
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Neighborhoods

Implemented Priority Time Tract
OBJECTIVE 11: Develop design standards to promote attractive and
No
Med
Near
walkable communities.
STRATEGY 1: Develop a neighborhood redevelopment plan process that
No
Med/ Near
should result in neighborhoods design(s) that:
High
a. Include sidewalks that are safe and convenient and streetscapes that
are visually interesting;
b. Require buildings, whether residential, commercial, office or
institutional, to be compatible in terms of scale and/or design;
c. Provide a master plan of neighborhood plans;
d. Refinement plans should include community design and development
standards to ensure that neighborhoods are developed in a manner that
Med
promotes neighborhood livability and a pedestrian-friendly environment.
STRATEGY 2: Use neighborhood design standards for new developments
No
High / Near
within a Neighborhood Redevelopment Plan area.
Med
GOAL 9: Locate and maintain community facilities to support neighborhood revitalization and sustainable
new neighborhood design.
OBJECTIVE 1: Efficiently and strategically place and use community
Low
Med
facilities in order to provide a high level of service.
STRATEGY 1: Design and locate community facilities to maximize their
Some
High
Near
potential use for other purposes (i.e. school/park campuses, community
(2)
meeting spaces, etc.).
a. Establish and implement high standards for community facility design
and locate community facilities to maximize their contribution to the
physical character of the neighborhoods in which they are located and to
the community in general (civic architecture).
b. Seek opportunities to co-locate community facilities to maximize
efficiencies in service provision and reduce capital and operating costs.
STRATEGY 2: Ensure that (Attempt to preserve) community facilities or
Some
Med, Med
neighborhood schools that are no longer utilized for their originally
High
intended use remain an asset to the neighborhood through cooperative
efforts between the facility/building owner, the City, the neighborhood
and local stakeholders.
OBJECTIVE 2: Collaborate with community-based organizations to meet
High
Near
the need for community facilities.
STRATEGY 1: Establish a task force to identify spaces that could be used for No
Low,
Med
public community areas (such as office, rehearsal and meeting space
Med
locations), analyze potential fees, services and other considerations and
prepare a data base for distribution to social service agencies.
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Housing
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

STRATEGY 2: Conduct an analysis and determine what community facilities Some
are needed for Nampa and in what areas of the community.
a. Determine future building infrastructure needs and locations.
b. Work to provide opportunities for community meeting space at a
variety of levels.
Housing Affordability – Strategies

Med
(2)

Long

Implemented Priority Time
Ex. High

CHAPTER 3 HOUSING

Med

Tract
All

Goal 1: Provide an adequate supply and mix of housing that meets the needs of present and future
residents in terms of cost, location, accessibility, housing type, lot size, design and neighborhood character.
Objective 5: Provide a diversified housing stock.
Some
Strategy 1: Provide strategies to incorporate a mix of residential types in
residential areas. (Allowed in RD, RP, RMH, RML, DH & GB2)
Strategy 2: Consider (Allow for) single family de-attached, manufactured
homes, single family attached, duplexes, townhouses (row houses)
condominiums, patio homes (can be de-attached) multi-family (apartment
complexes) and accessory apartment provisions (in various zoning districts
throughout the city) the development ordinances.
Strategy 3: Develop a housing component in the downtown master plan
to create live/work/play opportunities.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION: Consider building & zoning code
modifications to allow for tiny homes and rentable Accessory Dwelling
Units in certain districts.

Little
Most

Yes
Some

Med/
H (3)
Med
(2)/
High/
Low

Med/
Near(2)
Near/
Long
(2)

Med/
High
Low/
High
(2)

Med/ 201
Near(2)
Med/
Near

Objective 7: Support the ongoing efforts of the Nampa Community
Some
Development Department in providing existing and new tools for various
affordable housing options and programs.

High

Strategy 1: Consider creating a neighborhood reinvestment program.
Strategy 2: Continued support for the community development block
grant efforts.

Some
Yes

High(4) Near
High
Near
(4)

Strategy 3: Consider creating a revolving loan fund. –[Created for critical
repairs]

Yes

High
(3)

Near

Strategy 4: Continue housing programs identified in the City’s five-year
strategic plan for housing and community development.

Yes

High
(3)

Near

Objective 8: Continue and expand commercial and residential
neighborhood revitalization efforts in targeted neighborhoods

Some

Strategy 1: Continue to fund revitalization activities in targeted
neighborhoods.

Some

Med/ Med/
High(3) Near

Strategy 2: Continue to conduct vigorous code enforcement programs in
CDBG eligible areas.

Some

Med
(2)/ H
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Near
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Housing
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Housing Affordability – Strategies
Implemented
Strategy 3: Continue to engage in neighborhood revitalization efforts to
Some
improve the central neighborhood and encourage more mixed-income
communities.
Strategy 4: Continue to coordinate CDBG funding with long-term City
Some
goals, such as urban revitalization planning efforts.

Priority Time
High
Near
(3)/
Med
High
Near
(4)

Strategy 5: Maintain all housing in an attractive, safe and sanitary
condition for its useful life and for the general appearance of the City.

Some

Med(2) Med/
/H (2) Near

Objective 9: Inventory the location and condition of vacant and
substandard housing units.
[2014, 2.38% vacant; 2017, 1.43% vacant]
Strategy 1: Determine vacant and substandard housing units impact on
the community.
Strategy 2: Research model programs in comparable communities and
evaluate the feasibility of establishing a program in Nampa to provide
housing rehabilitation assistance to the low-income owners. [DONE,
consider removal] [Mtg. 1 Comment: What have we learned? Does the
verb change to implement? Response: The city has implemented the
program, we could consider removing the strategy]
Strategy 3: Work with the development community and property owners
to identify site options for manufactured home/ mobile homeowners who are

Some
No

High
(2)
High/
Low

Near

No

High

Near

Little

High

No

High

Near

Some

High

Near

Some

High

Near

Little

Med/ Med
High(3)

Yes

displaced when the rented land that the manufactured home/ mobile home sits
on is sold.

Objective 11: All residents should have the opportunity to live in a
neighborhood of their choice that is safe and affordable.
a. Promote choice and affordability in housing options.
b. Strive to provide housing for seniors and the disabled, who have
various special needs regarding housing, transportation,
handicapped accessibility and services
Strategy 1: Provide an adequate supply of quality affordable housing to
meet the needs of very-low, low and moderate-income residents. (The city
does not provide this directly but can approve proposals when they come
forward)
Strategy 2: Continue to implement an affordable housing strategy to
effectively provide for the needs for the low and moderate-income
program.
Strategy 3: Work with the housing community to increase the supply of
permanent, quality affordable housing for low- and moderate-income
households.
Strategy 4: Diversify the housing stock in newer neighborhoods.
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Housing Affordability – Strategies

Implemented Priority Time

Strategy 5: Evaluate and consider City policy changes in order to promote
affordable infill housing development. (In Process)
Strategy 6: Develop strategies that would allow for the waiver of impact
fees and hookup fees based upon specific requirements. [Not
recommended based on impact fee studies and laws – other mechanisms
through economic development may work]
Strategy 7: Consider reducing lot sizes and providing more flexible setback
requirements to increase affordable housing types. [A proposal to develop
a 4,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size zone is being considered]
Strategy 8: Assist the Public Housing Authority and Community Housing
Development Organizations with acquisitions/rehabilitation and new
construction efforts to increase the supply of affordable housing to buy.

Some

Objective 12: Support Fair Housing statutes.

Little

Strategy 1: Encourage developers to integrate a wide variety of housing
types, sizes and price points into their developments.

No

Strategy 2: Work with appropriate agencies to better understand how fair
housing violations are occurring in Nampa.
Objective 13: Partner with appropriate agencies to reduce
homelessness.
Strategy 1: Continue to support the community efforts to reduce chronic
homelessness. [Mtg 2 Comment: What is our evidence?]
Strategy 2: Continue to work with homeless/housing providers to respond
to requests for assistance as appropriate.
Strategy 3: Work in conjunction with efforts to ensure an adequate supply
of shelter and transitional housing is maintained.

Little

Strategy 4: Participate in Region 3 Housing Coalition efforts.

Yes

NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS:
Meeting 1 Comment: Verbs are weak. Define “Consider”.
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Building/ Property Design & Maintenance – Strategies
Implemented
CHAPTER 3 HOUSING

Priority Time
Ex. High

Long

Tract
All

Goal 1: Provide an adequate supply and mix of housing that meets the needs of present and future
residents in terms of cost, location, accessibility, housing type, lot size, design and neighborhood character.
Objective 6: Uphold land use requirements.
Little
Med
Near
Strategy 1: Review the zoning text and map periodically to remain current
with changing technologies and strategies.
Strategy 2: Support and enhance housing stock maintenance through
enforcement of health, fire, zoning and nuisance regulations and inventive
programs.
a. Review existing nuisance codes for consistent application and
adjust to current expectations for safety and beautifications.
b. Develop an Operation Clean Sweep program to clean and upgrade
neighborhoods.
c. Annually allow refuse services to pickup large items that can be
taken to the dump. [DONE]
Provide adequate staffing for housing code enforcement.
Strategy 3: Develop design standard rather than using Homeowner’s
Associations to enforce land use decisions. [Do we want residential design
standards?] [Mtg. 1 comment: Yes, for P.U.D. Projects w/ D.A.]
CHAPTER EIGHT – COMMUNITY DESIGN (Housing/Neighborhood
Strategies)
GOAL 1: Improve the physical appearance and image of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 2: Develop a sense of community that meets needs of its
citizens by creating a visually stimulating and aesthetically pleasing
community.
STRATEGY 1: Maintain a design review process to enhance the types of
structure that are being constructed. [Done in Commercial not
residential or Industrial]
STRATEGY 2: Develop and implement design guidelines for Multi-family
Residential, Commercial and Industrial Development. [Do we want to
develop for Multi-family and Industrial?] [Mtg. 1 Comment: P.U.D. D.A]
OBJECTIVE 3: Maintain, develop or expand design review guidelines that
assist citizens, business owners and design professionals to contribute
positively to surrounding commercial and residential neighborhoods.
[Done in commercial not residential]
STRATEGY 1: In the development of future design review guidelines the
City may consider the following issues:
a. Foster designs that are sensitive to both the proposed site as well
as its surroundings;
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Med
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Some
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No
No
Yes
No
No

Some

All
Commercial
All

All
High/M Near

Housing
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

b. Encourage improvements that respect or improve neighborhood
character;
c. Promote individuality and character of commercial areas through
design;
d. Reinforce the importance of the pedestrian with scale and space;
e. Integrate appropriate landscaping that aesthetically enhances the
ground level;
f. Promote the design of courtyards and public open space areas
where appropriate;
g. Suggest ideas and provide examples for practical design solutions;
h. Achieve a high standard of commercial design;
i. Encourage design that balances the needs of both the pedestrian
and vehicle and
j. Foster a commercial setting that will contribute to the social life
and economic vitality of the neighborhood and City.
Building/ Property Design & Maintenance – Strategies
Implemented
STRATEGY 2: Annually (As needed) review the design standards to
determine if any modifications are needed.
STRATEGY 3: Continue to enforce design review standards.
STRATEGY 4: Develop Neighborhood Plan as needed. - These plans are
master plans for development or redevelopment of neighborhoods. These
refinement plans could include community design and development
standards to ensure that neighborhoods are developed in a manner that
promotes neighborhood livability and a pedestrian-friendly environment.

Med/H
Med/H
Med/H
High
(2)
Med/H
High(2)
High
Med
High(2)
Priority Time

Tract

No

Med/H Near

All

Yes

High

Near

All

Few

High(2) Near

All

Yes

Med/L Near

All

Yes
(only in
DH)

High/L Near

All

OBJECTIVE 8: Foster recognition, rehabilitation and preservation of historic sites
and districts.

STRATEGY 1: Identify historic structures by conducting reconnaissance
surveys.
STRATEGY 2: Prepare architectural design guidelines for historic districts.

OBJECTIVE 24: Identify and determine the visual impacts (weed control),
storage (outdoor and trash), lighting and utility structures effect the
physical appearance of the City.
STRATEGY 1: Discourage proliferation of visual clutter along public rightsof-ways, such as billboards, signs, dumpsters, power lines and others
visual impacts.
STRATEGY 2: Minimize the use of new overhead utility lines.
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Building/ Property Design & Maintenance – Strategies

Priority

Time

Tract

STRATEGY 3: Develop, maintain and enforce beautification standards for
design, property maintenance and landscaping.
OBJECTIVE 25: Properties should be free of unsightly objects, trash and
litter and the accumulation of weeds or “deleterious growths.”
STRATEGY 1: Encourage the screening or fencing of all salvage and
junkyards.
STRATEGY 2: Residential and commercial outdoor storage should be
screened to hide unsightly objects.

Mostly

High
(2)

Near

All

Yes

High
(2)
High
(2)

Near

All

Near

All

STRATEGY 3: Enforce the removal of weeds, junk vehicles and, trash on
properties.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION: Increase capacity with additional code
compliance officers.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS:

Some

High
(2)
High

Near

All
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Implemented

Most

Transportation

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Chapter 6 Transportation, Chapter 8 Community Design, Chapter 10 School & Transportation
Facilities (Priority is High, Medium or Low, Time is when it could be implemented - near (0-5yrs) Medium (6-10yrs),
Long 11 + years)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Bike and Pedestrian Friendly

Implemented

Chapter 8 – Community Design
GOAL 1: Improve the physical appearance and image of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 7: Create a pedestrian friendly environment in residential and
commercial districts
STRATEGY 1: Improve, maintain and expand public orientation and access for
pedestrians.
STRATEGY 2: Develop a sidewalk and crosswalk improvement program to
improve pedestrian safety. [DONE, AT LEAST IN PART]
STRATEGY 3: Continue to rehabilitate public and private infrastructure,
facilities and improvements for those with disabilities.
STRATEGY 4: Create pedestrian friendly features as part of existing and new
development such as:
a. Orient building entrances to sidewalks rather than parking lots where
possible;
b. Sidewalks should be separated from the public rights - of -ways by planting
strips and
c. Shade trees should be planted along public rights - of -ways and in parking
lots to reduce the impacts of the sun. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Combine with
Strategy 1]
OBJECTIVE 12: Enhance pedestrian accessibility along public rights-of-ways
and within parking lots.
STRATEGY 1: Public rights-of-ways should be accessible to the disabled.

Ex.

Some
Yes
Yes

Priority Time Tract
High

Med

All

High
Med( All
Med
2)
High(2) Med All
Near
Med
Med All, 201,
204.02,
(2)
(2)
202,
206.02

Some

High,
Med

Near, All
Med

Some

High (2) Near All
Med
Med
Med All
High
Long
High
Med All
Med
Long

STRATEGY 2: Where appropriate, place sidewalks along public rights-of-ways
Some
to provide pedestrian access.
STRATEGY 3: Place walkways within parking lots. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Keep but Some
move to strategy 4]
CHAPTER SIX – TRANSPORTATION
GOAL 1: Develop and maintain a coordinated and balanced transportation system that provides a variety of
choices among transportation modes, including automobile, public transit, air, bicycle and pedestrian.
OBJECTIVE 12: Improve pedestrian connections among land uses in the City
to create a continuous and seamless pedestrian system, and to enhance the
walkability and pedestrian environment of the City.
STRATEGY 1: Sidewalks should be provided on all new streets in all new
subdivisions.
STRATEGY 2: Maintain, update and implement a pedestrian system plan
(Transportation Plan for Nampa, Idaho; December 2010) to identify and prioritize
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Yes
Yes

High (2) Near All
(2)
High
Near All

Transportation

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
sidewalk needs (examples include pedestrian ramps, crosswalk enhancements, etc.).
An implementation program for funding pedestrian improvements in existing
neighborhoods should continue to be used. [Consider: Implement bike and

pedestrian plan and Update plan]

Bike and Pedestrian Strategies

Implemented
STRATEGY 3: Work closely with the Northwest Nazarene University and the
Some
surrounding neighborhood to identify priorities and implement enhancements
in the NNU campus area and in City neighborhoods. [Mtg. #1 Comment: and
other higher ed areas]
STRATEGY 4: To enhance pedestrian comfort and create a more pedestrianLittle
oriented environment, encourage a mix of land uses and densities, high quality
design of the built environment, and pedestrian-scale streetscapes.
STRATEGY 5: Improve and enhance the pedestrian connections between
Some
buildings within development areas, utilizing pedestrian amenities such as
trees, planters, street furniture, awnings, building windows, etc.
STRATEGY 6: Utilize traffic calming techniques and strategies in high
Little
pedestrian activity areas, such as schools and parks, using a Neighborhood
Traffic Management program.
a. Identify priority areas for the possible use of traffic calming strategies in a
sidewalk system plan.
b. Consider the use of in-street “yield to pedestrian” signs in neighborhood
business districts.
STRATEGY 7: Enhance the pedestrian environment and pedestrian connections Little
throughout the City of Nampa.
a. Encourage a scale of development and variety of land uses that make
walking an attractive alternative to other means of travel.
b. Utilize streetscapes and other creative pedestrian crossing improvements to
enhance pedestrian safety and security and improve the overall pedestrian
environment in the City.
STRATEGY 8: Identify existing and potential barriers to pedestrian mobility,
Some
(such as highways without adequate crossing facilities, cul-de-sacs and other
nontraditional street designs such as L-shaped streets) and prioritize locations
where improvements are most needed.
STRATEGY 9: Construct new crossings or connections to link areas within
Little
neighborhoods, including sidewalks that link the ends of cul-de-sacs to one
another.
STRATEGY 10: New developments should include walkways that create a grid
No
pattern for pedestrians at locations where cul-de-sacs and other nontraditional street designs fail to provide direct routes along a roadway
sidewalk.
STRATEGY 11: Identify barriers to pedestrian mobility for users of the
Some
pedestrian system with special needs (such as elderly populations and
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Low (2) (2)
204.02

High (2) Near All
Med
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Med

Near( All
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(2)

Med All
Long

Low,
Med

Long, All
Med

Low,
High

Long, All
Near

High (2) Near, All, 201,
Med 202,
203,

Transportation

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

wheelchair users) and prioritize locations where improvements are most
needed.
a. Such improvements could include pedestrian ramps and special crossing
accommodations.
b. Ensure that the design and maintenance of pedestrian facilities take into
account these special needs.

Bike & Pedestrian Strategies

204.02,
206.02

Implemented
Some

STRATEGY 12: Maintain sidewalks and walkways for year-round use.
a. Enforce sidewalk snow removal and maintenance ordinances, as
appropriate.
b. Ensure adequate snow removal at transit boarding pads, and at areas
connecting to and within transit shelters.
OBJECTIVE 13: Provide for a continuous and interconnected bicycle route and
trail network that is viable, convenient, and safe, and a system that will
encourage both commuter and recreational bicycling.
STRATEGY 1: Work with Canyon County, the Idaho Transportation Department
and COMPASS to implement the City’s (2011) Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan of 2011.
STRATEGY 2: Integrate on-street bicycle lanes as part of roadway construction
and reconstruction projects. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Yes, please! It’s dangerous
right now]
STRATEGY 3: On-street bicycle routes and lanes should have striping and
signing, as appropriate.
STRATEGY 4: Ensure that the City of Nampa’s bicycle facility planning is closely
coordinated with that of the NNU. [Mtg. #1 Comment: & other higher ed
areas]
STRATEGY 5: Ensure that bicycle facilities are adequately planned for as part of
Nampa’s detailed neighborhood development planning processes.
a. Ensure that these planned bicycle facilities provide for good connectivity
within and between neighborhoods.
b. Special attention should be given to areas of the City that may be underserved by on- and off-street bicycle facilities.
STRATEGY 6: Ensure that bicycle parking facilities within the public right-ofway, within public parking facilities and on development sites are located in
appropriate locations (such as near building entrances), are appropriately
designed and sized, are located in prominent and convenient public areas and
are well-maintained (including adequate snow removal).
STRATEGY 7: Ensure that development review processes acknowledge bicycle
parking and other bicycle facility needs.
STRATEGY 8: Develop a hierarchy of City of Nampa bicycle corridors for use in
making roadway infrastructure decisions (Suggested Change: Follow the City
of Nampa Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan when making roadway
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infrastructure decisions). [facility types are included in the plan and referring to
the plan will avoid duplication and confusion]

Bike & Pedestrian Strategies

Implemented
STRATEGY 9: Bicycle corridors should be inventoried and classified for their
function in providing bicycle mobility, similar to a roadway functional
classification. This classification system should be used to help prioritize
bicycle facility improvements. [Consider removal: Should be included in the
bike and pedestrian plan Strategy 8] [Mtg. #1 Comment: Agreed]
STRATEGY 10: Provide high quality bicycle route and bicycle facility linkages
No
among recommended high-intensity activity centers (such as TODs and other
areas of high trip generation) and transit hubs/stations. Ensure that adequate
bicycle parking facilities are located at TODs and transit hubs/stations.
STRATEGY 11: Ensure that bicycle facilities are planned in a manner that
Some
ensures safe and convenient pedestrian and bicycle access to schools.
STRATEGY 12: The City should encourage school designs and the
Some
transportation facilities that serve them (through financial incentives and
other means), that afford safe and convenient non-motorized transportation
access for students.
STRATEGY 13: Ensure that adequate wayfinding facilities are included along
Some
bicycle routes.
STRATEGY 14: Identify existing barriers to bicycle mobility, (such as highways
Some
without adequate crossings, cul-de-sacs and other non-traditional street
designs such as L-shaped streets) and prioritize locations where improvements
are most needed.
STRATEGY 15: New crossings or connections to link areas within
Some
neighborhoods (including sidewalks or multiuse paths that link the ends of culde-sacs to one another) are important to the community.
OBJECTIVE 14: Create a comprehensive and continuous citywide network of
on-and off-street bicycle routes and pathways that are interconnected with
other cities, county and regional pathway systems.

Priority Time Tract

STRATEGY 1: Identify opportunities to create new off-street multi-use
Some
pathways. Consider the shared use of the railroad corridors for numerous
transportation modes - such as passenger rail service, bus transit service,
bicycle transportation, pedestrian transportation or other multi-use
transportation functions.
a. Special attention should be given to areas of the City that may be
underserved by off-street pathways.
b. Preserve abandoned railroad right-of-way, where appropriate. Work to
obtain abandoned rail lines for use as pedestrian/bicycle pathways or for other
future transportation purposes.
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Bike & Pedestrian Strategies

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

STRATEGY 2: Cooperate with landowners, local municipalities, Canyon County
and state agencies to ensure the completion and maintenance of multi-use
pathways networks.

Yes

High

Ongoi
ng

STRATEGY 3: Proactively acquire land or affirmative access easements
whenever development or land subdivision occurs along proposed routes.
STRATEGY 4: Ensure that facilities for bicycling and walking are included as
components of newly constructed or reconstructed arterial or collector
streets, and local streets, as appropriate.

Yes

High

Near

Some

High

Ongoi
ng

New Strategy Suggestions:

Balanced Transportation System – Strategies
CHAPTER 6 TRANSPORTATION

Implemented Priority Time Tract
Ex. High
Med All

GOAL 1: Develop and maintain a coordinated and balanced transportation system that provides a variety of
choices among transportation modes, including automobile, public transit, air, bicycle and pedestrian.
OBJECTIVE 1: Plan for and provide a balanced and efficient transportation
network that offers realistic and viable alternatives to automobile travel and
maximizes use of existing transportation investments (such as investments in
public transit, roadway infrastructure, etc.).
STRATEGY 1: Work closely with the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD)
Yes
High(3) Med(
and the Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho (COMPASS) to
2)
develop a long-range regional land use and transportation plan every four
Long
years. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Add VRT]
STRATEGY 2: Ensure coordination and consistency between the City of
Yes
High(3) Med(
Nampa’s Comprehensive Plan and COMPASS’ long-range regional
2)
transportation plan and Valley Regional Transit’s public transit plan.
STRATEGY 3: Ensure transportation infrastructure promotes land use patterns No
Med(2) Med(
that encourage sustainable use of resources and reduces demands on natural
/ High 2)
resources.
OBJECTIVE 5: Design neighborhood streets in a manner that accommodates
all modes of transportation – including automobile, public transit, bicycle,
and pedestrian travel – and limits the impacts of motor vehicle traffic on
neighborhoods.
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Balanced Transportation System – Strategies

Implemented
STRATEGY 1: Design new and existing local streets that provide for traffic
Some
movement, while ensuring a safe and attractive pedestrian- and bicyclefriendly neighborhood environment. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Complete Streets &
Multi-Modal]
STRATEGY 2: Consider long-term street maintenance and availability of funds, Yes
when designing local streets. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Impact Fees]
STRATEGY 3: Ensure that the design of local streets is consistent with all
Yes
applicable City street standards. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Overall Street Design
Standards]
STRATEGY 4: Consider traffic calming improvements and strategies for use on
Some
local streets that will encourage pedestrian travel, bicycle travel and the use of
public transit. [Mtg. #1 Comment: consider combining with strategy 5 below,]
STRATEGY 5: Utilize traffic calming strategies in places where excessive
Little
speeding is a problem and emergency vehicle traffic and public transit service
will not be negatively affected. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Duplicates strategy 4]
STRATEGY 6: City Traffic Engineering should work closely with NNU and
Some
(schools &) neighborhoods to develop and implement safety enhancements
that ease conflicts between traffic and pedestrians at key locations throughout
the NNU campus and in City neighborhoods. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Encourage
Ped/bike access, Add CWI]
STRATEGY 7: Identify the University District through increased signage,
Some
establishing crosswalks, constructing sidewalks, and adding bicycle lanes.
OBJECTIVE 6: Provide more transportation choices.

Priority Time Tract

STRATEGY 1: Develop safe, reliable, and economical transportation choices to
decrease household transportation costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on
foreign oil, improve air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
promote public health.
STRATEGY 2: Develop and maintain a transportation system that supports new
and existing residential, employment, commercial and recreation areas,
preserves and enhances neighborhood livability for City of Nampa residents,
while providing for the safe, efficient and effective movement of people,
goods and services.
STRATEGY 3: Encourage the development of mixed-use activity centers
throughout the City that are supportive of alternative transportation modes.
OBJECTIVE 7: Promote a multi-modal transportation system that encourages
economic health and community vitality.
STRATEGY 1: Enhance and promote the use of bicycles and walking as viable
forms of transportation by providing safe public facilities, including multi-use
pathways, bicycle routes, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks (with ADA ramps &
crossings).
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Balanced Transportation System – Strategies

Implemented

STRATEGY 2: Enhance transportation options and provide facilities that allow
passengers to transfer easily and safely from one mode of transportation to
another (e.g., biking to bus service).

Priority Time Tract

Some

Med
(2)

Med

STRATEGY 3: Ensure that development occurs in a manner that maintains the function Some
and safety of the road network in the area.

High,
Med

Near

STRATEGY 4: Provide affordable and accessible public transportation to important
destinations. [Mtg. 1 Comment: What are important destinations? Consider
combining with New Transit strategy suggestion]
STRATEGY 5: Enhance transportation options, including freight and air service, to
support business development, while preserving the integrity of existing
communities.
STRATEGY 6: Promote a transportation system that supports nodal, compact
development patterns and reduces negative environmental impacts.

No

High (2) High 201,202

Some

High,
Med

No

STRATEGY 7: Encourage a mixture of land uses in areas that helps foster a
transportation environment that allows numerous transportation modes to interact
effectively.
STRATEGY 8: In new neighborhoods, plan and construct a pattern of streets,
sidewalks, bicycle facilities and public transit facilities, that maximizes the
connectivity of land uses within and outside neighborhoods.
STRATEGY 9: Concentrate infill and redevelopment projects along transit corridors
and other appropriate redevelopment areas, in order to allow for more efficient and
effective provision of transit services.
STRATEGY 10: In neighborhoods where there is an aging infrastructure, support the
upgrade of infrastructure that is functional and provides livability within the
neighborhood, particularly near the downtown and other major employment areas.
STRATEGY 11: Maintain the desirability of neighborhoods in order to encourage more
employees to consider living and working close to downtown and other employment
centers.
STRATEGY 12: Encourage redevelopment to occur in a manner that is integrated with
the various components of the transportation system.

No

Med
Med
(2)
High (2) Near All

No

High (2) Near

Some

Med,
High

Some

High (2) Med 201204

Some

Med,
High

Some

STRATEGY 13: Coordinate/direct industrial traffic away from downtown and
neighborhood centers

No

High,
Near
Med
High (2) Med

OBJECTIVE 17: Maintain and improve freight rail access to the City of Nampa
and ensure safe street/ rail corridor crossings.
STRATEGY 1: Ensure that the impacts of freight rail service on neighborhoods
are minimized and mitigate existing impacts, as appropriate.
STRATEGY 2: Provide, maintain and enhance freight railroad service in the City
of Nampa.
a. Promote the redevelopment of existing industrial areas that will use and
benefit from existing freight railroad corridors.
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b. Within the development of new neighborhood development plans, locate
freight-oriented businesses near existing railroad corridors, as a mechanism to
enhance and broaden the economic development base in the City.

Balanced Transportation System – Strategies

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

STRATEGY 3: Work with trucking, rail, and air providers to investigate
Yes
opportunities to enhance intermodal freight transportation (i.e., two or more
freight transportation modes interacting together, such as semi-truck and rail).
STRATEGY 4: Investigate changes in freight rail activity (or land uses adjacent
Some
to freight rail activity) in order to determine and mitigate potential negative
impacts to adjacent residential areas.

High,
Med

Near

High,
Med

Med

STRATEGY 5: Rail and intermodal activities located in these (residential)
locations residential should be moved to areas that are more compatible for
freight activity, such as industrial areas of the City.
STRATEGY 6: Monitor increases in rail activity and changes in street traffic
volumes (for at-grade railroad street crossings), in order to evaluate and
mitigate safety risks.
STRATEGY 7: Consider the use of the railroad corridors for numerous
transportation modes, such as passenger rail service, bus transit service,
bicycle transportation, pedestrian transportation or other multi-use
transportation functions.
OBJECTIVE 18: Support the Nampa Municipal Airport in its efforts to
maintain and improve air services including freight transportation by air.
STRATEGY 1: Ensure that appropriate transportation support facilities and
services are provided.
STRATEGY 2: Explore opportunities to improve street and highway access to
the Nampa Municipal Airport.
STRATEGY 3: Minimize the noise impacts of air service to the City of Nampa’s
residential areas. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Can strategy 3 & 4 be combined]
STRATEGY 4: Consider potential airport noise issues, height limitations and
other safety zone issues as they relate to changes in land use in areas near the
airport.
STRATEGY 5: Encourage compatible land uses in areas near the Nampa
Municipal Airport, such as warehouses and other industrial development,
while discouraging residential uses in these areas.
STRATEGY 6: Evaluate the impacts of air traffic on residential areas throughout
the City. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Tie in with strategies # 3&2]
STRATEGY 7: Prepare an air traffic management plan to address negative
impacts of air service on residential areas, including potential future expansion
of airport activities. [Master Plan in progress] [Mtg. #1 Comment: Follow
Master Plan]

Some

Med,
Low

Med

Yes

High (2) Near

Some

High (2) Med

Yes

Med
(2)
Med
High
Med
High
High
Med

Med

Some

High
Med

Near

Some

Med

Med

Some

High (2) Near
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Balanced Transportation System – Strategies

Implemented

OBJECTIVE 19: Identify preferred truck routes for the safe and efficient
movement of truck traffic within and through the City.
STRATEGY 1: Minimize the negative impacts of trucks on existing and future
residential neighborhoods.
STRATEGY 2: Develop preferred truck routes that support the current needs of
the industrial and agricultural sectors while simultaneously facilitating the
City’s future land use plans in order to provide access to serve the needs of
Nampa businesses and the public. [DONE, but subject to change – Consider
Removal]
a. Identify roadways within the study area that serve as defacto truck routes
for the agricultural and rail freight movers.
b. Quantify typical and peak season truck traffic volumes on these routes.
STRATEGY 3: Plan (Mtg. #1 Comment: “& revise”) truck routes to improve
safety, connectivity, coordination with county/state.
STRATEGY 4: Designate truck routes in a manner that directs trucks to
destinations via the most appropriate roadways, while discouraging travel
through residential areas, where possible.
STRATEGY 5: Design and construct truck routes (and roads used to access
industrial areas) to adequately accommodate heavy truck traffic.
a. Identify existing/potential safety, circulation, and access concerns
associated with truck freight traffic.
b. Identify any transportation projects and/or strategies that could facilitate
freight movements to and through the city.
STRATEGY 6: Maintain and enforce ordinances that regulate and minimize
negative noise and other impacts of trucking on residential neighborhoods,
such as ordinances managing engine jake-braking, truck delivery times and
vehicle idling.
STRATEGY 7: Work with trucking, rail and air interests to investigate
opportunities to enhance intermodal freight transportation. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Same as Obj. 17, Strategy 3 – Remove]
New Strategy Suggestions:
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Congestion – Strategies

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

Chapter 8 – Community Design (Transportation Elements)
GOAL 1: Improve the physical appearance and image of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 14: Develop guidelines to create accessible ingress and egress to
and though parking lots.
STRATEGY 1: Develop cross access agreement procedures to reduce the need
to access to adjacent development via public streets. [Allowed, no procedure]

No

Med(3) Near/
Med

Chapter 6 - Transportation
GOAL 1: Develop and maintain a coordinated and balanced transportation system that provides a variety of
choices among transportation modes, including automobile, public transit, air, bicycle and pedestrian.
OBJECTIVE 4: Alleviate traffic congestion, where appropriate, in a manner
that improves traffic flow and minimizes travel delays, minimizes the
impacts on adjacent land uses and neighborhoods, and does not degrade the
safety of users of any modes of transportation moving along or across the
corridor.
STRATEGY 1: Work with COMPASS to refine and update the regional travel
Yes
High(4) Near(
demand forecasting model, as appropriate, and use the model as a tool for
3)
managing future traffic (and roadway infrastructure decisions).
STRATEGY 2: Ensure that the travel demand forecasting model is consistent
Yes
Med/ Med/
with the current COMPASS and any future City of Nampa traffic simulation
High
Near
models. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Sounds redundant with Strategy 1, if so, remove]
STRATEGY 3: Design and maintain the roadway system in a manner that
Some High(4) Near(
minimizes neighborhood impacts.
2)
Med
STRATEGY 4: Seek specific capacity improvements and other traffic
Some High(4) Near(
management treatments that minimize negative impacts on neighborhoods
3)
(examples include planting buffers with street trees, using roundabouts where
appropriate, etc.).
STRATEGY 5: Consider adding lanes to increase roadway capacity on City
Yes
High(2), Med/
roadways only after the effect on downstream traffic conditions and all other
?, Med Near
alternative approaches have been considered including enhancing other
transportation modes and engineering–oriented roadway improvements such
as restricting driveway access, eliminating cross roads and adding turn lanes.
STRATEGY 6: Use transportation system management (TSM) strategies to
Some High(2) Med,
improve traffic flow, where appropriate, and where it does not degrade the
Med
Near(
safety of users of any modes of transportation moving along or across the
(2)
2)
corridor. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Incorporate Strategy 7 into Strategy 6]
STRATEGY 7: TSM measures include traffic signal control systems, Intelligent
Some High(2), Med,
Transportation System (ITS) technologies (such as real-time traffic and parking
Med
Near
information along roadways), intersection improvements, channelization (such
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Transportation

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

as dedicated turn lanes), and access management techniques. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Add crosswalk timers]

Congestion – Strategies

Implemented
STRATEGY 8: Ensure adherence to and the regular update of the City’s access
Yes
management plan.
STRATEGY 9: Consider retrofitting streets with excess capacity to provide
Little
improved pedestrian and bicycle access and connections.
STRATEGY 10: Where feasible, consider the conversion of two-way streets to
one-way streets and the use of two-way left turn lanes.
STRATEGY 11: Consider a parkway design for arterial streets, which utilize
narrower lane widths, incorporate street trees (to provide a barrier between
moving traffic and pedestrians), use narrower sight lines to calm traffic and
create an appealing streetscape.
STRATEGY 12: Consider and evaluate the movement of pedestrians and
bicyclists along and across roadways when undertaking roadway capacity
expansion to assure that safety will not be compromised.

Yes

STRATEGY 13: Improve intersection, access control and congestion
management services in areas described in the 2011 Nampa Citywide
Transportation Plan.
OBJECTIVE 8: Utilize Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures,
as part of a comprehensive City-wide strategy to enhance the desirability of
non single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) - based transportation modes.
STRATEGY 1: The formation of Transportation Management Associations
TMAs) should be considered, where appropriate, as a mechanism to organize
individual employers and administer TDM initiatives.
STRATEGY 2: Develop strategies that change travel behavior (how, when and
where people travel) in order to increase transport system efficiency and
achieve specific planning objectives.
STRATEGY 3: Develop Transportation Management Associations, where
appropriate, as a mechanism to organize individual employers and administer
TDM initiatives.
STRATEGY 4: Create an incentive program for City employees rewarding them
for using alternative forms of transportation for commuting. Promote use of
the City Rideshare and Carpool programs and coordinate these efforts with the
other major public sector employers in the City including the University,
County, and State. Other modes of transportation include, bicycling, walking,
and others.
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Congestion – Strategies

Implemented

Priority Time Tract

STRATEGY 5: Promote alternatives to the automobile through financial
incentives, education campaigns on riding transit, bicycling, car-sharing
programs, organizations that develop transportation management for
employers and other programs to help employers encourage alternatives to
the automobile.
STRATEGY 6: Encourage the use of transportation demand measures in Transit
Oriented Developments for new neighborhoods, commercial and business
districts.
STRATEGY 7: Consider developing TDM standards, perhaps basing them on the
US EPA National Standard for Excellence, as indicated in the note above for
Strategy 2, for new development and redevelopment
OBJECTIVE 15: Provide for the construction and maintenance of parking
facilities as part of an integrated strategy for urban development and
redevelopment.
STRATEGY 1: Consider the desired density of land uses, the need for parking
facilities to provide safe and convenient bicycle parking, the availability and
desirability of on-street parking, the special parking needs of persons with
disabilities and the impacts on the pedestrian environment in future parking
planning, management, and parking facility design activities.

No

Med(3) Med(
/ High 2)/
Long

No

Med(2) Med(
/ Low 2)/
Long
Med(2) Med/
/Low
Long(
2)

No

Med/ Med/
High (2) Near

STRATEGY 2: Maintain and implement a downtown parking management plan.

Some

High(2) Near/
Med
Med
Med(2) Near

No

STRATEGY 3: The downtown parking management plan should include the
Some
following issues:
a. An inventory and usage survey of all parking facilities, both private and
public in the downtown area.
b. Identify surface parking lots with the potential for future redevelopment;
c. An assessment of the cost of providing parking (e.g. capital, operation,
maintenance, enforcement, etc.) and revenues (e.g., fees and enforcement
fines), and a determination of what share of those costs are and should be
assessed to users of public parking;
d. An evaluation of strategies for minimizing parking demand (e.g. encouraging
innovative parking pricing programs among downtown employers, transit and
carpooling incentives, shared parking programs, etc.), and an evaluation of
parking strategies that efficiently allocate the most convenient and desired
parking to customers (e.g. pricing, time restrictions); and,
e. An assessment of the viability of creating additional parking on some
downtown streets (for high visibility-parking, calming traffic, and helping to
create more street level activity).
STRATEGY 4: Provide parking facilities that can be conveniently by downtown
Yes
customers and visitors.
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a. The most desirable and convenient parking should be managed to
encourage customer and visitor access.
b. The least convenient parking lots/ramps should be targeted for long term
and employee usage.
c. Institute time limits and pricing policies to ensure higher turnover for short
term parking.
Congestion – Strategies
Implemented

Med

Long

Med

Long

Low

Long

STRATEGY 5: Promote shared parking agreements for compatible uses (e.g.
office parking with high demand during the weekdays and entertainment uses
with high demand during evenings and weekends), in order to make more
efficient use of parking facilities.
STRATEGY 6: On-street parking in residential areas near employment and
commercial sites should strike a balance between providing resident parking
and providing overflow commercial and employee parking.
STRATEGY 7: Implementation strategies that address residential area on-street
parking, and allow flexibility for neighborhood-specific situations, may should
include:
a. Institute “resident-only” permit zones; and,
b. Institute time-limited on-street parking with residential exemptions.

Some

Med(2) Near/
Low
Med

Some

High(2) Near(
Low
2)

Some

High,
Low

Near

Med
High

Med
Near

STRATEGY 8: Encourage the provision of on-street parking on all City streets,
including new developments, unless special conditions related to public safety
or other circumstances warrant parking restrictions.

Most

Med/ Near/
Low(2) Long

STRATEGY 9: When the downtown parking program is instituted consider the
coordination of parking rates and transit fares, so that when transit fares are
raised, parking rates are simultaneously increased (as a way to mitigate the
potential loss of transit ridership to automobile travel).

No

Low(3) Long(
2)

STRATEGY 10: Increase flexibility with minimum parking requirements to
reflect typical daily demand and allow innovative parking provisions.
a. Explore the use of innovative public and private parking requirements and
approaches, including the use of minimum or maximum parking requirements
in City ordinances.
b. The City should consider continuing to exempt the downtown area from
minimum parking requirements.
c. The City should also recognize and acknowledge unique situations in the
downtown and other parts of the City, and allow for flexibility in parking
provision decisions in response to unique circumstances.

Some

Med(2) Med

NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS:
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Transit – Strategies

Implemented Priority Time Tract
Ex. High
Long All

CHAPTER 6 Transportation

GOAL 1: Develop and maintain a coordinated and balanced transportation system that provides a variety of
choices among transportation modes, including automobile, public transit, air, bicycle and pedestrian.
OBJECTIVE 9: Implement a variety of accessible public transit services
throughout the City of Nampa (including connections to surrounding
municipalities and other major activity centers), in an efficient and effective
manner.
STRATEGY 1: Implement transit services in a manner that endeavors to
Some High(3) Short( 201increase system-wide ridership, reduce the cost per trip to provide transit
2)
205.01
services and help to increase revenues for VRT operations. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
206.02
And operates in the evening and weekends]
STRATEGY 2: Utilize appropriate land use densities and parking policies to
No
High(2) Mid/ All
increase feasibility of providing more transit service during peak travel periods,
Med
Near
with headways no greater than 30 minutes. [Mtg. #1 Comment: “High density
near transit, low parking everywhere”, “Seems more like an action for strategy
#1, perhaps move to an action plan”]
STRATEGY 3: Provide adequate funding levels, through Valley Regional Transit No
a)High( Short( All
(VRT) and other public and/or private funding sources, to implement transit
3)
2)
services throughout the VRT metropolitan area (consistent with VRT plans and
b)Remo
route objectives).
ve
a. Support alternative funding opportunities, such as local option tax for
transit.
b. Maintain existing mobility and transportation services and programs based
on performance measures established by local communities and by applicants
in their funding applications. [Mtg. #1 Comment: b). This doesn’t mean a whole
lot without definitions of mobility and transportation services]
STRATEGY 4: Create a strong public transit linkage to land use and future land Some High
Mid 201205.012
use planning activities. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Combine with Strategy 5 below]
Med
06.02

STRATEGY 5: Create a more transit-friendly environment. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
Combine with strategy 4 and define transit-friendly; benches, lighting]
STRATEGY 6: As funding is available, extend public transit routes to areas of
new growth, including new employment and residential developments, and
establish transit corridors where higher-density development is encouraged in
an effort to provide a strong public transit ridership base. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
First, point growth toward key existing corridors]
a. Evaluate how new developments are served and how the form of new
developments and their transit users affect the provision of transit services.
b. Transit routes may require restructuring in some areas to help make transit
services in these areas more viable.
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c. To the extent possible, establish transit service in newly developing areas, so
that future residents can establish transit-oriented commuting patterns. [Mtg.
#1 Comment: c). may be redundant]
Transit – Strategies
Implemented
STRATEGY 7: Integrate transit hubs and transfer stations into TOD areas and
activity a center as development and redevelopment occurs throughout the
City. [Mtg. #1 Comment: “Stop amenities & high frequency service minimizes
the need for transit hubs”, “?”]
STRATEGY 8: Conduct periodic transit route restructuring analyses. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Provide more hours of service to analyze and restructure first!]
a. Conduct a route assessment that will analyze existing and future route
design and the role of transfer points in the transit system, including a detailed
analysis of the effectiveness of transit routes (by route segment), and an
evaluation of ridership levels.
b. The transit route assessment should utilize a boarding (riders getting on the
bus) and alighting (riders departing the bus) survey and an evaluation of
transit service markets using demographic, employment and land use data.
STRATEGY 9: Identify opportunities to create new off-street transportation
corridors.
a. Consider the use of the railroad corridors for numerous transportation
modes–such as passenger rail service, bus transit service, bicycle
transportation, pedestrian transportation or other multi-use transportation
functions.
b. Work with Canyon County, the COMPASS, NNU and the City of Caldwell to
conduct an inventory of railroad corridors within the City and Canyon County
and develop a long-range plan for their use.
c. Preserve abandoned railroad right-of- way, where appropriate.
d. Work to obtain abandoned rail lines for use as pedestrian/bicycle pathways
or for other future transportation purposes.
e. Active railroad corridors should also be considered for shared transportation
uses, where appropriate. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Might be redundant?]
STRATEGY 10: Valley Regional Transit (VRT) should continue to develop a longrange transit service plan in close collaboration with the City of Nampa.
STRATEGY 11: Continue to make improvements to VRT transit services that
help persons with disabilities utilize regular fixed-route services.
STRATEGY 12: VRT should enhance transit services that attract ridership from
those who own their own vehicles (i.e., “choice” riders), particularly in the
downtown and other large employment areas, where parking supplies may be
limited and/or costly to provide. [Mtg. #1 Comment: “Land use and parking
policies should discourage use of Single Occupancy Vehicles in these areas”,
“Define enhance”]
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Transit – Strategies

Implemented

STRATEGY 13: Continue parking/park-and-ride management plan as a means
to help improve the viability and effectiveness of public transit services in the
City. [Mtg. #1 Comment: “A separate plan”]
STRATEGY 14: Support a the development of a long-term transportation
system vision for public transit system that utilizes several transit modes,
including commuter rail, electric streetcars, express bus services, park-andride lots and improvements to local bus service that will serve communities in
Canyon and Ada Counties. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Transportation Plan in Progress;
bike and scooter share programs]
STRATEGY 15: Ensure that local passenger rail station(s) can be utilizes areas
receive high priority for future rail service [Mtg. #1 Comment: I don’t want to
build a new rail station when a perfectly good depot already exists]
STRATEGY 16: Support the coordination of mobility and transportation
services and programs for all citizens.
a. Increase operation assistance/marketing and coordination support for
transportation and mobility services for all groups; including, but not limited
to, the elderly/seniors, disabled, youth, low income, non-drivers, and refugee
populations.
b. Improve youth/student access and safe transportation to community
activities and services. [Mtg. #1Comment: Seems like this is already integrated
in with overall plan. Is this a separate program?]
OBJECTIVE 10: Ensure that quality Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
paratransit services are provided to persons who cannot utilize available
fixed-route accessible bus services.
STRATEGY 1: Ensure that VRT and other providers provide quality ADA
paratransit service. [Mtg. #1 Comment: In areas where fixed route service is
infeasible]
STRATEGY 2: VRT should continue to evaluate the performance and service
provided by contractors, and work to improve those services.
STRATEGY 3: VRT should continue to explore strategies for providing cost
effective transit service to persons with disabilities, as ADA paratransit services
are generally much more expensive to provide and should continue to
purchase low-floor buses when replacing or expanding its fleet.
STRATEGY 4: The City should aspire to provide VRT paratransit service to new
residential developments above the ADA minimums, so that accessible
housing can be served by accessible transit as early as is feasible. [Mtg. #1
Comment: And increase housing stock in paratransit area (3/4 mile of fixed
route)]
OBJECTIVE 11: Maintain the provision of intercity bus service to and from the
City of Nampa.
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Transit – Strategies

Implemented

STRATEGY 1: Work with VRT to ensure that the needs of intercity services are
in its transportation decision-making strategies, such as the siting of transit
stations and bus staging areas.
OBJECTIVE 16: Work with Valley Regional Transit, Union Pacific, and other
agencies to provide intercity passenger rail service to and from Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Work with the regional partners to promote and implement
interstate passenger rail (high speed, high capacity regional) service in (and to)
Nampa. [Mtg. #1 Comment: By interstate are we talking about service to
Ontario?, High speed, high capacity, regardless of wheel type]
STRATEGY 2: Maintain the passenger rail transportation corridor in the City of
Nampa and work to identify the appropriate location for an intercity passenger
rail station in the City.
a. Ensure that the rail corridor right-of-way providing access between Nampa
and Boise and Caldwell remains intact.
b. Support the acquisition of rail corridor right-of-way. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
seems like an action step for Strategy 1 above]
STRATEGY 3: Plan for a future passenger rail station that is convenient to
downtown, can be integrated with all support transportation (such as taxi,
bicycle, pedestrian, Valley Regional Transit, parking, shuttles, etc.) and can
serve as a potential activity center for additional redevelopment activities.
[Mtg. #1 Comment: Existing Depot?- Consider removal]
OBJECTIVE 20: Encourage transit-oriented development (TOD) at strategic
locations in the City as identified in City plans.
STRATEGY 1: Partner with COMPASS, Valley Regional Transit to develop a
transit system plans as guides for implementing transit-oriented development
in Nampa. [Incorporate in strategy #2]
STRATEGY 2: (Partner with COMPASS and Valley Regional Transit to develop,)
Adopt and implement transit-oriented development plans and standards that
address: Land use patterns
a. Zoning (including building setbacks, development density/intensity); b.
Building design; c. Auto, pedestrian, and bicycle access to the area; d. Site
design;
e. Traffic and parking management; f. Implementation strategies.
STRATEGY 3: Focus regulatory provisions for transit-oriented developments on
creating active, walkable streets. This can be achieved through development
of detailed plans that will address the following issues:
a. Land use; Active streets require a mix of land uses that will generate
pedestrian activity. While the mix of uses may vary from TOD to TOD, the land
use mix should offer many activities within walking distance and place a range
of housing types in close proximity to the transit system. Typically, retail uses
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No
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No

No
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Transportation

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

should be located on the ground floor of buildings with office and residential
uses above. Formal civic and open space uses are also desirable in TODs.
b. Sidewalks; require bicycle and pedestrian routes on all streets within TODs.
In addition, provide interior (i.e. within a development site) walkways and
paths to ensure safe and convenient pedestrian mobility. c. Building
placement and orientation; Orient buildings to the street with minimal or no
setbacks from the sidewalk, depending on the established development
pattern in the area and the level of “urbanism” desired at the site. Corner
buildings are especially important and must “hold the corner” with facades on
both streets. Require build-to lines, which create a street wall with consistent
building frontages, where appropriate. d. Entrances; Provide building
entrances that open onto public streets with clear connections to the sidewalk
in order to provide convenient access to transit facilities. e. Fenestration;
Provide windows at the ground level of buildings and with a minimum
percentage of glass based on the size of the facade. f. Block size; require small
blocks in order to create a high level of connectivity that provides a choice of
routes for travelers, active walking environments, and the opportunity for
diversity in design. g. Placement and supply of parking; Prohibit large and
highly visible surface parking in TODs, especially in the core areas of TODs. The
supply of parking may be reduced from the amount that is typically provided
in some instances. Automobile parking should generally be located in the back
or sides of buildings, although some minimal parking may be located in the
front of near building entrances and designed and sized appropriately. Parking
supply and management should be addressed in the specific special area plan
for each TOD.
h. Street standards; Design street systems to be comfortable for walking. A
high degree of street connectivity between the TOD and the local street
network is essential. Encourage traffic calming measures such as pedestrian
crossings, medians and bulb-outs, and encourage a grid system of streets,
small blocks, and alleys. i. Building density and intensity; Provide development
at relatively high densities that will support transit service, while providing
minimum amounts of greenspace in the TOD.
1. Densities in existing TODs around the nation range from under 10 dwelling
units per acre to 100 or more units per acre. Seven dwelling units per acre are
considered the minimum density for transit service.
2. Development at densities of 30 dwelling units per acre and higher can
support both bus and rail transit.
j. Memorable public spaces; Design TODs to create memorable public and
private spaces that attract pedestrians and foster transit use. High quality
open spaces, distinctive architecture, and establishment of a landmark/focal
activity area can be used to create memorable spaces. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
“Very detailed for comprehensive plan, consider editing”, “Seems like an action
step to Strategy 1 &2, consider moving to action plan”]
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Transit – Strategies

Implemented
STRATEGY 4: Prepare and adopt transit-oriented development zoning
No
standards in order to foster the implementation of TOD projects. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Part of Obj. 20, Strategy 2]
STRATEGY 5: Use, where TOD zoning is not applicable, the planned unit
Some
development zoning process combined with detailed neighborhood
development plans and/or site specific special area plans to plan for and
implement transit-oriented development projects.
STRATEGY 6: Vary specific development standards for transit-oriented
No
development projects from site to site based on a variety of factors including,
but not limited to the:
a. Type of transit vehicle served by the TOD site (Capacity of vehicle); b.
Frequency of transit service at the site; c. Local and regional market for various
land uses at the site; and
d. Existing land use pattern and density in the area around the site.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS:
Maintain transit service access to crucial resources and opportunities:
Education, Healthcare, Services, Food, etc.

Priority Time Tract

Coordination, Schools

Priority Time Tract

Implemented

Med,
Low

Mid

Low
(2),
Med

Mid,
Near

Med,
Mid(2
Low (2) )

Chapter 6 - Transportation
GOAL 1: Develop and maintain a coordinated and balanced transportation system that provides a variety of
choices among transportation modes, including automobile, public transit, air, bicycle and pedestrian.
OBJECTIVE 2: Provide and improve transportation infrastructure - such as
roadways, sidewalks, etc., in coordination with redevelopment projects and
new development in a manner that fosters compact urban development
patterns in accordance with the Land Use chapter.
STRATEGY 1: Promote compact development, which will allow for bicycling,
No
High(2) Near/
walking and public transit in order to provide more effective transportation
/ Med Med
alternatives.
STRATEGY 2: Implement compact and contiguous growth throughout the City
No
Med/ Med/
of Nampa and maximize efficiency of the existing street network and street
High(2) Long(
capacity.
2)
STRATEGY 3: Coordinate goals so that Nampa’s Comprehensive Plan and
Yes
Med(2) Med/
COMPASS’ long range transportation plan are consistent with each other.
High
Near,
Long
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Coordination, Schools

Implemented

OBJECTIVE 3: Work with ITD, Canyon County’s Highway Districts, and
COMPASS to fund, maintain and develop a fully functional transportation
street system that ensures:
a. Safe and efficient movement of people, goods and services, and that is
designed in a manner that utilizes all modes of transportation;
b. Efficient and cost-effective use of public resources in maintaining existing
and constructing new streets; and
c. Minimal negative impacts to the community.
STRATEGY 1: Work with the regional transportation and planning agencies,
such as ITD and COMPASS, to ensure consistency with the regional and state
roadway functional classification system.
STRATEGY 2: Develop circulator systems in concentrated activity centers to
enable people to meet their mobility needs and expand transportation options
by using the circulator rather than driving.
STRATEGY 3: Ensure that new arterial and collector streets (primarily in new
neighborhoods) are constructed to meet transportation needs in growing
areas of the City.
STRATEGY 4: Ensure development adherence to the functional classification
designations.
STRATEGY 5: Work with appropriate agencies to review possible impacts to
the City regarding jurisdictional transfers. [Done?, do we need more?]
STRATEGY 6: Continue to utilize and regularly update jurisdictional transfer
agreements between the City and the two highway districts.
STRATEGY 7: Provide reasonable criteria and standards for roadway and
intersection designs that are based on functionality, context, and future
capacity needs. [Mtg. #1 Comment: & Multi-modal]
STRATEGY 8: Develop a hierarchy of City of Nampa bicycle corridors for use in
making roadway infrastructure decisions.
a. Inventory, classify and appropriately sign and mark the function of bicycle
corridors that would provide bicycle mobility, similar to a roadway functional
classification.
b. Bicycle corridors should be classified to help prioritize bicycle facility
improvements.
(Suggested Change: Follow the City of Nampa Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan when making roadway infrastructure decisions). [facility types are
included in the plan and referring to the plan will avoid duplication and
confusion – Redundant strategy – Chapter 6, Obj. 13, Strategy 8&9]
CHAPTER TEN – SCHOOL AND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

Priority Time Tract

Yes

Med/ Med
High(2) Near

No

Med/
Low/
High
High(2),
Med

Long(
2)

Med/
High
Long/
High
Long/
High
High(3)

Med/
Near
Long/
Near
Long/
Near
Near(
2)

High

Near

Med

Low

High

Near

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Kindof

Near(
2)

High

GOAL 1: Promote a proactive and forward looking environment for providing access to and involvement in high quality
educational opportunities for all Nampa residents.
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Coordination, Schools

Implemented
OBJECTIVE 1: Plan for well located schools, which are convenient, easily
accessible, safe, a part of cohesive development, and are considered the
focal point of the neighborhood.
STRATEGY 1: Identify areas for future development, which include school sites, Some
the typology of the school that is needed, the general size of the sites needed.
STRATEGY 2: Identify, when feasible, those future school sites in conjunction
Some
with the school districts prior to the development of the surrounding area.
STRATEGY 3: Encourage new development to consider schools into the design No
of developments.
OBJECTIVE 2: Recognize and support the demand for all educational
opportunities within the community, including public schools, charter
schools, private schools, home schools, and higher education in the
community.
STRATEGY 1: Encourage City leadership and various institutional leadership to Some
meet annually to discuss community issues and how to partner together to
meet the needs of the community.
OBJECTIVE 3: Work with institutions of higher learning in order for them to
comply with City ordinances.
STRATEGY 1: Support expansion of evening course offerings at NNU and CWI
to give Nampa residents greater access to college degree programs outside of
normal business hours. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Is this one addressing, objective 3?
If not, remove]
STRATEGY 2: Support the expansion of NNU and CWI and all other postsecondary programs available to community residents.
STRATEGY 3: Establish a higher education zoning classification if needed.

OBJECTIVE 4: Work with local bus transportation company to provide safe
pickup and drop off sites.
STRATEGY 1: Encourage the connection of existing stub streets and pathways
to new subdivision development.
STRATEGY 2: Encourage all new schools to do an analysis of pedestrian and
bicycle accessibility to the school prior to approval of the construction plans.
STRATEGY 3: Encourage City leadership and school districts leadership to meet
annually to discuss community issues.
STRATEGY 4: Establish a task force to identify unsafe transportation conditions
adjacent to schools and develop action plans to remedy those conditions.
STRATEGY 5: In conjunction with the school districts, create and implement a
neighborhood school concept, which minimizes busing, reduces traffic
congestion, and reduces air pollution.
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Transportation

Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near(0-5yrs), Medium(6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Coordination, Schools

Implemented

STRATEGY 6: Work with the school districts to site elementary schools in
locations that are safe, easily accessible and provide adequate street frontage.
OBJECTIVE 5: Partner with school districts to coordinate planning for the
location of school sites and parks.
STRATEGY 1: Increase the coordination between the City, the county and the
school districts in new development proposals and in existing infrastructure.
STRATEGY 2: Work with the Safe Routes to School task force to ensure
consistency and coordination.
STRATEGY 3: School district should develop a study to determine how students
will move to a(nd) from the school site.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION (If you finish this section please start to review
another section)
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Some
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Public Safety
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs), Medium (6-10 yrs), Long (11+); Census Tract (if area specific)

Chapter 7 Public Services & Chapter 13 Hazardous Areas (Public Safety) (Priority is High, Medium
or Low, Time is when it could be implemented – “Near” 0-5 yrs., “Medium” 6-10 yrs., “Long” 11+ yrs.

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Public Safety (Group 1)

Implemented
Ex.

Chapter 7

Priority Time

Tract

High

Long

All

High(2)/
Med(2)/
Low(2)
High(4)/
Low(2)

Near(3) All
Med(2)/
Long
Near(4)/
Med(2)

GOAL 1: Provide a high level of community service for the citizens of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 1: Provide professional, efficient and cost-effective services
to the citizens of Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Review policies in all departments to determine if
modifications are needed.

Some

STRATEGY 2: Consolidate systems within the City to improve the
efficiency and save costs and time by all employees and departments.

Some

STRATEGY 3: Centralize services for the citizens of Nampa. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Implemented should be a yes not a no]

No

Low(4)/ Long(2)/
High(2) Near(2)/
Med(2)
GOAL 2: Use innovative financing strategies to provide needed infrastructure for projected growth.
OBJECTIVE 1: Consider developing financing techniques that allocate
the costs required for infrastructure improvements in a fair and
equitable manner.
STRATEGY 1: Consider using Local Improvement Districts (LIDs) to pay for No
select projects. [Recommend Removal -used for maintenance in some
cases but not for growth].
STRATEGY 2: Utilize impact fees where appropriate.
Yes

Med/
Near(5) All
High(5)
GOAL 3: Preserve, enhance and protect the City’s public safety services including police, fire, emergency
medical services (EMS) and the Nampa Family Justice Center.
OBJECTIVE 1: Plan, maintain, enhance and expand, where appropriate,
future emergency medical services (EMS), fire and police services.
STRATEGY 1: Continue to provide a high level of efficient, effective and
timely police, fire and emergency medical services to the community.
[Not enough funding for high level and timely service] [Mtg. #1
Comment: Implemented should be YES not NO]
STRATEGY 2: Continue mutual aid agreements with surrounding cities,
counties and public safety agencies to maximize the utilization of
services. Improve response times and access to EMS, fire and police
department services.
STRATEGY 3: Build community partnerships to educate and improve
communications between the EMS, fire, police departments, and the
community.
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs), Medium (6-10 yrs), Long (11+); Census Tract (if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Public Safety (Group 1)
STRATEGY 4: Maintain a well-trained EMS, fire and police staff.

Implemented
Yes

STRATEGY 5: Conduct an annual audit with EMS, the fire and police
departments to identify achievements and system efficiencies as well as
identify opportunities for improvements.
STRATEGY 6: Look for opportunities to consolidate services as long as
consolidation does not jeopardize public safety.

Yes
Yes

STRATEGY 7: Utilize technology to coordinate public safety efforts more
efficiently.

Yes

STRATEGY 8: Provide for a uniform, computer-aided dispatch and
records management system for the City of Nampa and Canyon County.

Yes

STRATEGY 9: Encourage City leaders to prioritize the provision of an
Some
electronic, detection system that allows emergency providers to activate
traffic signals throughout the City. [Mtg. 1 comment: Police need access
like fire]
STRATEGY 10: Develop a facility plan to determine the location for future Yes
sub-stations (precincts) for Police, Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Some
and Fire facilities.
OBJECTIVE 2: Develop EMS, fire and police planning criteria to meet
the City of Nampa’s future public safety needs and the needs of the
citizens of Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Develop a capital facility plan to address future public
safety needs.
STRATEGY 2: Maintain, enhance, and plan for future fire, police, and
emergency medical services, expanding services where appropriate.
STRATEGY 3: Strive for all public safety and emergency services
departments to provide competitive salaries and benefits to maintain a
well-seasoned staff.
STRATEGY 4: Coordinate with the City of Nampa long-range planning
staff regarding:
a. Locations for future public safety and emergency service building site
locations.
b. A Canyon County Emergency Medical Master Plan.
STRATEGY 6: Ensure the City of Nampa has a formal, adopted evacuation
plan for potential natural and man-made disasters.
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs), Medium (6-10 yrs), Long (11+); Census Tract (if area specific)

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Public Safety (Group 1)

Implemented
STRATEGY 7: Conduct an annual audit with the various departments to
Yes
look for system efficiencies.
No

Priority Time

No
Yes

Med/
Low(2)/
High(2)
High(2)/
Med(3)

Yes

High(6) Near(5)

Yes

Med(2)/ Med(2)/
High(2) Near

No

Med(3)/ Long/
Low
Med(2)

STRATEGY 1: Continue implementation of community-based policing
strategies.

No

Med(2)/ Long(3)/
Low(2)/ Med
High

STRATEGY 2: Integrate new police stations or substations (including
storefronts) into both developed and existing neighborhoods. [Going
with the precinct model as substations have proven to not be as
effective]
STRATEGY 3: Continue to expand crime prevention activities.

No

STRATEGY 4: Continue to add staffing to the Police Department as
needed to maintain 1.5 officers for 1,000 residents as per the national
standards.
STRATEGY 5: Provide protection and safety to members of the
community.
STRATEGY 6: Support partnerships and programs empowering citizens in
crime prevention efforts. [Mtg. #1 Comment: IMPORTANT!]

No

STRATEGY 8: Ensure that direct service provision agencies (such as
Police, Fire, EMS) maintain staffing levels necessary to adequately serve
newly annexed lands, as well as newly developed and redeveloped
properties within the City.
STRATEGY 9: Continue to provide the appropriate training for police, fire
and EMS.

Near/
Long/
Med
Near(2)/
Med/
Long

OBJECTIVE 3: Continue to develop partnerships and cooperative
agreements with other agencies to improve response times and access
to fire and police department services.
STRATEGY 1: Coordinate with the Canyon County Emergency Medical
Services to create an overall master plan that coordinates with the City’s
long-range growth.
STRATEGY 2: When feasible, the City should work with property owners
to review the possibility of annexing enclaved properties [those
properties surrounded by City properties on all sides] into City limits to
improve the coordination of public and emergency services.
OBJECTIVE 4: Continue to provide quality police services to the
community.
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STRATEGY 7: Encourage community involvement in public safety
programs to enhance neighborhood livability. [Neighborhood Watch,
Night Out, Citizen Academy] [Mtg. #1 Comment: YES!]
STRATEGY 8: Utilize technology to coordinate public safety efforts more
efficiently. [Mtg. #1 Comment: TEXTING]

Comprehensive Plan Goals – Public Safety – Group 2

Yes
Yes

Implemented

Low/
Med(2)/
High(2)
Med/
High(3)

Long/
Med(2)/
Near
Med/
Near(2)

Priority Time

CHAPTER 7 - GOAL 3: Preserve, enhance and protect the City’s public safety services including police, fire,
emergency medical services (EMS) and the Nampa Family Justice Center.

OBJECTIVE 5: Work with schools and youth services organizations in
the community to prevent juvenile crime.
STRATEGY 1: Continue the school resource officer program as
appropriate and feasible.

Yes

Med/
High

Some

Med (2) Med

STRATEGY 1: Maintain a Level 2 fire rating, as established by the Idaho
Surveying and Rating Bureau.
STRATEGY 2: Continue to support the Nampa Fire Department’s efforts
to obtain international accreditation.

Yes

Med/
High
High/
Med

STRATEGY 3: Continue to add staffing to the Fire Department as the
City’s population increases to maintain a per capita ratio of one [1]
firefighter per 1,000 residents.

Some

High(2) Near

STRATEGY 4: Work to ensure the best possible insurance ratings for City
residents.

Yes

Med/
High

STRATEGY 5: Continue to periodically assess fire station locations to
ensure that they are strategically located to provide service which meets
a defined set of community standards.

Yes

High(2) Near

STRATEGY 6: Fund, construct and staff fire stations as needed to
maintain the necessary response times
STRATEGY 7: Encourage emergency medical services and the fire
department to work together to ensure the best possible response
times.
STRATEGY 8: Position equipment throughout the community to provide
timely and effective hazardous materials response.
OBJECTIVE 7: Continue to provide quality Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) to the community that are efficient, effective and timely.

Yes

Med/
Med
High
High(2) Near

STRATEGY 2: Continue participation in youth programs and encourage
the establishment of positive peer groups through youth activities.

Med

OBJECTIVE 6: Continue to provide quality fire services to the
community that are efficient, effective and timely.
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Med
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Comprehensive Plan Goals – Public Safety – Group 2

Implemented

STRATEGY 1: Coordinate with Canyon County to provide the most costeffective EMS service.
STRATEGY 2: Encourage emergency medical services and the fire
department to work together to ensure the best possible response
times.
OBJECTIVE 8: Continue to support the Nampa Family Justice Center.

Yes

STRATEGY 1: Continue to provide services that serve victims of family
violence including those impacted by domestic violence, sexual assault,
dating violence and child abuse.

Yes

Yes

Priority Time
Med/
High
Med/
High

Tract

Med
Med

High(3) Near(2)

STRATEGY 2: Continue to develop programs that assist in ending family
Yes
Med/
Long/
violence and educate the community about prevention of family
High(2) Near
violence.
CHAPTER THIRTEEN – HAZARDOUS AREAS
GOAL 1: Protect the public health, safety and welfare of City residents and property by minimizing the
impact of potential hazardous areas within the City and area of City impact, where reasonably possible.
OBJECTIVE 1: Promote and strive to provide a safe community for
residents and visitors.
a. Educate the citizens about potential hazardous areas and activities in
the City.
b. Identify and take appropriate steps to reduce impacts of hazardous
areas.
c. Prevent or limit development activity in known hazardous areas.
STRATEGY 1: Provide information regarding environmental problems or
hazard areas to citizens.

Some

Low/
Med

Long

STRATEGY 2: Develop an information guide that educates the public
regarding hazardous areas in the City.
STRATEGY 3: Identify hazardous sites throughout the City.

No

Long

STRATEGY 4: Identify and reduce hazards at railroad crossings.

Yes

Low/
Med
Low/
Med
Low/
Med
Low/
Med

Some

STRATEGY 5: Determine if any noise regulations are needed in the City of Some
Nampa.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTION: Clean-up nuisance areas that attract
crime.
OBJECTIVE 10: Reduce the impacts of hazardous materials within the
floodplain/flood fringe.
STRATEGY 1: Discourage the manufacturing or storage of toxic,
flammable, explosive, or radioactive materials in the floodplain/flood
fringe.
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Long
Long
Long
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Med(2) Med

Yes

Med/
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Med
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Comprehensive Plan Goals – Public Safety – Group 2

Implemented

Priority Time

OBJECTIVE 11: Provide satisfactory safeguards for public and private
development, in regards to flood prevention and floodplain/flood
fringe development standards and practices.
STRATEGY 1: Setbacks and/or safety requirements should be established
along the periphery of floodways to protect structures from damage by
lateral erosion.
STRATEGY 2: Discourage the construction of schools, clinics, or other
immediate care facilities within the floodplain/flood fringe.

No

Low

Long

Yes

Med/
High

Med

STRATEGY 3: Encourage developers to provide notification to
prospective buyers that the property is within a floodplain/flood fringe
or alluvial fan by deed restriction or other similar method.

No

Med(2) Med

STRATEGY 4: Continue to provide information to residents, property
owners and the development community regarding impacts to the
floodplain and/flood fringe.
OBJECTIVE 13: Continue to reduce impact of hazardous areas within
the City limits and the Area of City Impact.

Some

Med(2) Med

STRATEGY 1: Require, when necessary, proper studies to show that an
area to be developed is not hazardous as defined in Idaho Code Section
67-6508(g).

Yes

Med

Med

STRATEGY 2: Conduct a study to identify hazardous impacts in
abandoned industrial sites

No

Low/
Med

Long

High/
Med
Med/
High

Near

Low/
Med

Long/
Med

STRATEGY 3: Continue to identify the location of underground oil and
Some
gas storage units.
STRATEGY 4: Continue to require a permit for any extraction taking place Yes
within the City limits.
OBJECTIVE 15: Ensure the City of Nampa has a formal, adopted
evacuation plan for potential natural and man-made disasters.
[Currently working on it]
STRATEGY 1: Work with Canyon County and other appropriate agencies
to establish a City evacuation plan.
a. Identify alternative routes in the case of emergency.
b. Preparedness through public education training drills and exercises.
c. Develop an early warning system. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Good idea!
Texts ideally]
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Med

Tract

Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Chapter 7 -Public Services, Facilities, Utilities and National Interest Electrical Lines; Chapter
13 – Hazardous Areas, Chapter 12 – Natural Resources (water, wastewater, stormwater,
utility related strategies) (Priority is High, Medium or Low, Time is when it could be implemented - near (05yrs) Medium (6-10yrs), Long 11 + years)
CHAPTER 7 – (except: Public Safety, electricity, IT, energy)

Implemented

CHAPTER SEVEN – Public Services
GOAL 1: Provide a high level of community service for the citizens of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 1: Provide professional, efficient and cost-effective services to the
citizens of Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Review policies in all departments to determine if modifications are
needed.
STRATEGY 2: Consolidate systems within the City to improve the efficiency and
save costs and time by all employees and departments.
STRATEGY 3: Centralize services for the citizens of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 2: Provide professional, efficient and cost-effective building services
to the citizens of Nampa.
STRATEGY 4: Adopt current building, electrical, plumbing, mechanical and energy
conservation codes.
STRATEGY 5: Provide design construction and contract management services for
new City building projects.
STRATEGY 6: Implement conservation initiatives designed to save energy for City
facilities.
STRATEGY 7: Continue the development of user-friendly permitting processes,
including a centralized point (one-stop-shop) for permit application submittals.
STRATEGY 8: Investigate unsafe and unhealthful conditions within existing
buildings.
STRATEGY 9: Implement code inspection and enforcement programs as defined
within Nampa’s adopted building codes and standards.
STRATEGY 10: Continue public outreach through targeted industry education
programs.
STRATEGY 11: Identify unsafe buildings and condemn, if necessary.
STRATEGY 12: Assist in the development of state laws and policies relative to
building construction.

Priority

Ex. High

Some High(3)
Low
Some High(2)
Low
Med
No
Med(2)
Low
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Area

Near

All

Long
Med
Near(2)
Near(3)
Long
Near(2)
Long

Yes

Low(3)
High
Yes
High/
Low(2)
Med
Some Med(2)
Low
High
Yes
High(4)

Long(3)
Near
Near(2)
Long
Med
Med
Long
Near(2)
Near(4)

Yes
Yes

Near(2)
Med(2)
Near(2)
Long
Med
Med(2)
Long(2)
Med
Near(3)
Long(2)
Near
Med
Near(3)
Med

High(2)
Med(2)
High(2)
Yes
Low
Med
Some Med(2)
Low(2)
Yes
High(4)

Low(2)
Yes
High
Med
STRATEGY 13: Coordinate the development application process and the various
Yes
High(3)
city requirements and fees for applicants.
Low
GOAL 2: Use innovative financing strategies to provide needed infrastructure for projected growth.
OBJECTIVE 1: Consider developing financing techniques that allocate the costs
required for infrastructure improvements in a fair and equitable manner.

Time

Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (except: Public Safety, electricity, IT, energy)
Implemented Priority Time
Area
STRATEGY 1: Consider using Local Improvement Districts (LIDs) to pay for select
projects. (Recommend Removal – used for maintenance but not growth)
STRATEGY 2: Utilize impact fees where appropriate.

Yes
Yes

High(3)
/
Low
Med/
High
Low(2)

Near(3)
Long

Med/
Low/
High(2)
Med/
High(2)

Near(3)
Long

STRATEGY 3: Continue to work with developers to allow reimbursement when
Yes
Med
developers front the costs for offsite transportation or infrastructure
Near
improvements. When additional properties develop later, the property owners or
Long(2)
developers may reimburse the initial developer for their share of the
improvement costs. [DONE – but recommended to remain - Ongoing][Mtg. #1
Comment: Recommend Removal]
GOAL 4: Provide and maintain a high quality, cost-effective, energy and resource efficient public water supply,
public wastewater service and treatment and storm water management services.
OBJECTIVE 1: Continue to address infrastructure improvements for the City’s
sewer, water, stormwater and irrigation systems.
STRATEGY 1: Implement the most current versions of the City’s water, sewer,
stormwater and pressure irrigation master plans. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Challenge
DEQ and correct errors in sewer plan]
STRATEGY 2: Develop a funding plan to address infrastructure improvements for
the City’s sewer, water, stormwater and irrigation systems. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
High to stop it, Near to stop it]
OBJECTIVE 2: Continue to protect and enhance the City’s water quality and
quantity.
STRATEGY 1: Continue to coordinate and work with the various agencies
pertaining to water rights.
STRATEGY 2: Develop a water conservation education program. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Grey Water]
STRATEGY 3: Create a water management program that creates partnerships to
support the service needs of the citizens of Nampa.
STRATEGY 4: Continue the City’s involvement in the discussion of and the creation
of the Treasure Valley Comprehensive Aquifer Management Program. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Hell No!, Not sure this is a good idea]
STRATEGY 5: Continue to meet Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and Water Resources (WR)
guidelines regarding water quality requirements. [Mtg. #1 Comment: “Hell No!”,
“only after error corrections”]
OBJECTIVE 3: Protect the public health and environment by providing
exceptional wastewater collection, treatment, and related services in a wellplanned and cost-effective manner.
STRATEGY 1: Continue to plan, design, construct, repair and replace sanitary
sewer facilities
OBJECTIVE 4: Control the impacts of storm water runoff to prevent erosion and
flooding.
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Yes
Yes

Yes

Med
Near(2)

Med(2)
/
Low
High
Little Low(2)
High
Med
Some Low(3)
High
Med/
Yes
Low
High
High(2)
Yes
/ Low

Long(2)/
Med
Near

Yes

Near(2)
Long
Med

High(2)
/ Low/
Med

Long(2)/
Near(2)
Long(3)
Near
Long(2)
Near
Near(2)
Long

Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (except: Public Safety, electricity, IT, energy)
Implemented Priority Time
Area
STRATEGY 1: Continue to modify ordinances and guidelines for stormwater
drainage management to support and to meet the state and federal permitting
program.
STRATEGY 2: Maintain the storm water drainage systems to meet legally required
service levels.
STRATEGY 3: Investigate opportunities to have one centralized stormwater
drainage system. [Recommend Removal – Not realistic based on development
patterns] [Mtg. #1 Comment – Good]
STRATEGY 4: Continue coordination with the various highway and roadway
authorities on stormwater drainage management and Best Management
Practices [BMP’s].
STRATEGY 5: Continue to implement City-wide BMP’s for stormwater drainage.

Yes

Med/
Low
High(2)
High(4)

Near(3)
Long

Yes

Med(2)
High(2)

Long
Near(3)

Yes

Med(2)
Low
High

Long(2)/
Med
Near

STRATEGY 6: Support intra-jurisdictional efforts to pursue treatment of pollutants
on site or through natural filtration. [Recommend Removal, in practice it falls to a
particular jurisdiction]
STRATEGY 7: Manage urban runoff.

No

High(3)
Low
Low(2)
Med
High
Low(2)
High(2)
Med
Low
High(2)

Long(2)/
Near(2)
Near(2)
Long
Med
Near(3)
Long
Near(3)
Long

STRATEGY 8: Identify and develop funding mechanisms to plan, construct,
monitor, map, maintain, improve, expand, operate, and inspect stormwater
infrastructure.
STRATEGY 9: Support the co-location of infiltration infrastructure into landscaping
areas.
STRATEGY 10: Protect surface water quality by enhancing natural watershed
processes and promoting efficient water use. [Mtg. #1 Comment: What does
enhance mean/cost?]
OBJECTIVE 5: Encourage BMP’s for best stormwater practices that maximize
stormwater retention on-site and utilize land development designs for urban
runoff that minimize flooding and the need for additional or expanded systems.
STRATEGY 1: Encourage appropriate use of native landscape materials and
preservation of a high percent of native vegetation in landscaping. [Community
discussion: Are we willing to accept the aesthetics of native plant landscaping]
STRATEGY 2: Support landscape practices that minimize polluted runoff and
mimic natural watershed processes.

Yes

Low(2)
High
Med
High(2)
Low

Long(2)/
Near
Med
Near(2)
Long

Yes

Near(4)

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

GOAL 5: Manage solid waste in an efficient and sanitary manner, including collection of recyclables.
OBJECTIVE 1: Promote recycling and composting to reduce the need for
additional landfill space.
STRATEGY 1: Continue to operate a curbside recycling program for paper,
newspaper, plastics, aluminum, and other recyclable materials in order to reduce
the need for additional landfill space. [Consider if changes to plastics requires any
revisions to this strategy]
OBJECTIVE 2: Expand the recycling program and its use by education and
outreach efforts that emphasize the significant role of recycling in providing a
more sustainable community.
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Yes

High(2)
Low(2)

Long(3)
Near

Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (except: Public Safety, electricity, IT, energy)
Implemented Priority Time
Area
STRATEGY 1: Partner with City departments, state agencies, schools, civic groups,
neighborhood associations and other organizations and institutions in developing
or expanding recycling programs. Commercial Recycling – Reach out to federal,
state and city departments, as well as local business to develop or improve
recycling programs.
STRATEGY 2: Provide educational information to contractors, educators, the
business community, homeowners and others regarding the benefits of recycling.
Residential Recycling – Promote and expand residential recycling by using printed
materials, social media and giving informative presentations to schools, civic
groups, neighborhood associations and other organizations.
STRATEGY 3: Promote increased voluntary participation in the curbside recycling
program. Industrial Recycling – Provide recycling information to support
contractors and new business owners on the list of recyclable materials in our
area. This includes industrial customers who may want to divert their wood,
sheetrock, metal, carboard, plastic, etc. during construction.

Yes

Low(3)
High

Long(3)
Near

Some High/
Low(2)
Med

Long(3)
Med

Some Low(2)
High
Med

Long(2)/
Near
Med

STRATEGY 4: Support the expansion of cost-effective municipal recycling
programs to include glass recycling. [Program is in the planning stages]

No

STRATEGY 5: Monitor population and growth patterns in order to plan for new
sanitation facilities and resources.

Yes

STRATEGY 6: Support and encourage participation in hazardous materials
collection/disposal programs (medicines, electronic equipment, batteries, etc.) to
prevent environmental contamination.
STRATEGY 7: Encourage the development of City composting policies. [Mtg. #1
Comment: change city to private]

Yes

Long(2)
Never
Near
Med
Long(2)
Near
Near(2)
Med(2)

Med
Low(2)
High
Med/
Low(2)
High
Med(3)
High

Some Med(2) Long(2)/
Low
Near(2)
High
GOAL 6: Recognize the potential for flooding in federally designated areas while minimizing negative impacts of the
floodplain and floodway on residents.
OBJECTIVE 1: Reduce the City’s floodplain and ensure adherence to federal
floodplain/floodway regulations.
STRATEGY 1: Identify parcels of land in the floodway and floodplain for City
acquisition to assist in the establishment of a potential greenbelt.
STRATEGY 2: Work with other jurisdictions to reduce the impact of development
in floodways and floodplains.
STRATEGY 3: Explore methods for reducing the floodplain and its impact on
residents. [Ongoing] [Mtg. #1 Comment: I don’t think this is necessary]

Some Med(2)
Low
High
Yes
Med(2)
Low
High
Yes
Med/
Low(3)

Long(2)
Near
Med
Long(2)
Near
Med
Med
Long(3)

GOAL 7: Provide open and inclusive access to all public facilities for the residents of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 1: Ensure that all new public buildings and parking facilities meet
ADA and Section 504 guidelines and standards.

Yes

STRATEGY 1: Explore funding options to address current ADA and Section 504
deficiencies within public facilities.

Yes
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Low(2)
High(2)

Long(2)/
Near(2)

Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (except: Public Safety, electricity, IT, energy)
Implemented Priority Time
Area
STRATEGY 2: Work in coordination with local mobility agencies and efforts to
conduct ADA and Section 504 audits within public facilities.

Med(2) Med(2)
Low
Long
High
Near
STRATEGY 3: Continue to support the building and community development
Yes
High(2) Near(2)
departments’ compliance to the ADA and Section 504.
Low
Long
Med
Med
GOAL 8: Coordinate with providers to develop plans for energy services and public utility facilities for the long-term
energy and utility needs of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 1: Ensure all public utility agencies have the opportunity to comment
on all infrastructure and land use planning efforts to ensure consistency
amongst all agencies.
STRATEGY 1: Continue to participate in the Canyon County Coordination Utility
Yes
Med(2) Near
Committee (CCCU) with representation from the land use planning department.
Low
Med
[Mtg. #1 Comment: we should do this ourselves and not participate]
Long
OBJECTIVE 2: Ensure that new development occurs first in those locations
where urban services and facilities can be most economically and efficiently
provided, and prevent premature development of areas which are more
difficult to serve.
STRATEGY 1: Extend services where the City of Nampa wants to grow.
Yes
Low(3) Long(3)
Med
Med
STRATEGY 2: Avoid creating enclaves.
No
High(4) Med
Near(3)
STRATEGY 3: Extend utilities in an efficient manner. [Market driven control –
Kind Med
Med
developers pay costs of extensions] [Mtg. #1 Comment: agree]
of
Near(2)
OBJECTIVE 3: Support the coordination of effective and efficient provision of
private utilities to current and future City residents.
STRATEGY 1: Require private utilities to repair, to the City’s satisfaction, any
Yes
Med
Med
roadway disturbed by the activity of those utilities or collect fees for work done in
High(2) Near(2)
a right-of-way that degrades street quality or impairs street maintenance. [Done –
Ongoing] [Mtg. #1 Comment: good]
STRATEGY 2: Support longer term (10 to 15-year) conditional use permits to
No
enable utilities to purchase sites well in advance of the need to build a facility as
well as give notice to the public of the facility. [Recommend removal – CUP is
generally not needed] [Mtg. #1 Comment: good]
STRATEGY 3: Encourage the multiple-use of utility corridors by utility providers.
Yes
Med
Med
STRATEGY 4: Support siting of utility corridors to ensure that they connect to
No
similar facilities in adjacent jurisdictions. [Recommend Removal – City Utilities are
not intended to connect & private utilities will naturally connect]
STRATEGY 5: Support siting of utility corridors within identified or designated
Yes
Med
Long(3)
transportation corridors.
Low(2) Med
High
STRATEGY 6: Support the protection of wetlands and other critical areas and
Yes
Med
Med(2)
recognize that electric facilities sometimes must cross these areas, and that
Low(2) Long(2)
access is essential for repair and maintenance of the facilities.
High
STRATEGY 7: Allow the appropriate placement of electric utility facilities on public Yes
Med(3) Med(2)
right-of-ways.
High
Near(2)
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Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (electricity, IT, energy); CHAPTER 13- Hazardous Areas, Chapter 12 Natural Priority Time
Area
Resources
Implemented
CHAPTER 7 – PUBLIC SERVICES
Ex.
High
Near
All
GOAL 8: Coordinate with providers to develop plans for energy services and public utility facilities for the long-term
energy and utility needs of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR ELECTRICITY
OBJECTIVE 1: Recognize Idaho Power’s obligations to serve all of its customers.
STRATEGY 1: Promote the development of energy services and public utility
Yes
High(2) Near
facilities to meet public needs.
Med
Med
Long
STRATEGY 2: Recognize and support the long-range planning and build-out of
?
Med(2) Near(2)
electricity infrastructure detailed in the Treasure Valley Electric Plan (TVEP) and
Low
Med
developed by a local Community Advisory Committee. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
Consider removal]
STRATEGY 3: Partner with Idaho Power to develop and promote sustainability
No
Med(3) Near(2)
programs for new construction and development as well as for existing
Med
businesses and homes. [Mtg. 1 Comment: Industrial area]
STRATEGY 4: Allow the appropriate placement of electric utility facilities on public Yes
Med
Med
right-of-ways. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Already Addressed (2)]
Low
Near
STRATEGY 5: Work with Idaho Power to establish corridors that meet the City’s
Yes
High
Med(2)
needs and meet the goals of efficient reliable power for City residents.
Med(2) Near
STRATEGY 6: Work with Idaho Power in the location of National Interest Electrical Yes
Med
Med
Transmission Lines. [Mtg. #1 Comment: consider removal]
Low
Near
OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNITY DESIGN (UTILITIES)
OBJECTIVE 2: Recognize the need for public utilities to identify and acquire
appropriate sites for corridors and facilities.
STRATEGY 1: Strive to preserve adequate land to improve the cost-effectiveness
of extending existing and future utility lines. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Remove Addressed by strategy 2 and 3]
STRATEGY 2: Develop consistent permitting and approval processes.
STRATEGY 3: Work towards consistent requirements across all jurisdictions,
including those related to siting and upgrading of substations as recommended by
utility companies. [Mtg. #1 Comment: consider removal]
STRATEGY 4: Co-locate cell tower antennas. [Mtg. #1 Comment: consider removal]
OBJECTIVE 3: Develop strategies that support the future needs of the City’s
information technology program.
STRATEGY 1: Develop an information technology plan. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
strategy 2 and 3 should be part of the plan]
STRATEGY 2: Consider developing a City-wide fiber-optic network plan that would
provide connectivity throughout the City. [Mtg. #1 Comment: consider removal]
STRATEGY 3: Consider developing public/private partnerships to provide fiberoptics to new businesses that are considering locating in Nampa. [Mtg. #1
Comment: consider removal]
OBJECTIVE 4: Develop programs for sustainability and energy efficiency.
STRATEGY 1: Encourage the enhancement of the capacity and reliability of
renewable energy resources. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Not city function]
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No

High(2)

Near(2)

Yes
High(3)
Some High
Low

Near(3)
Near

Some Low(2)

Med

Some High
Med(2)
Yes
X (2)
Med
No?
X (2)
Med

Near(2)
Med
Med

No

Near
Med

High
Med

All

Near

All

Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (electricity, IT, energy); CHAPTER 13- Hazardous Areas, Chapter 12 Natural Priority Time
Area
Resources
Implemented
STRATEGY 2: Promote conservation of energy through education and outreach
Some High
Near
efforts, incentives and other tools that encourage conservation. [Mtg. #1
comment: city task?, “Not city function”]
STRATEGY 3: Determine if development guidelines need to be developed for solar No
Low(2) Long(2)
and wind power. [Mtg. #1 Comment: consider removal]
CHAPTER THIRTEEN – HAZARDOUS AREAS
GOAL 1: Protect the public health, safety and welfare of City residents and property by minimizing the impact of
potential hazardous areas within the City and area of City impact, where reasonably possible.
OBJECTIVE 1: Promote and strive to provide a safe community for residents and
visitors.
a. Educate the citizens about potential hazardous areas and activities in the City.
b. Identify and take appropriate steps to reduce impacts of hazardous areas.
c. Prevent or limit development activity in known hazardous areas.
STRATEGY 1: Provide information regarding environmental problems or hazard
areas to citizens.
STRATEGY 2: Develop an information guide that educates the public regarding
hazardous areas in the City. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Do we have hazardous areas?]
STRATEGY 3: Identify hazardous sites throughout the City.
STRATEGY 4: Identify and reduce hazards at railroad crossings.
STRATEGY 5: Determine if any noise regulations are needed in the City of Nampa.
[Mtg. #1 Comment: Consider removal – existing regulations]
OBJECTIVE 2: Reduce land use and hazardous impacts to the airport.
STRATEGY 1: Implement the adopted Airport Master Plan of November 2010.
[Rewrite to Implement the Airport Master Plan which will likely be adopted in
2019]
OBJECTIVE 3: Continue to educate the public regarding recycling.
STRATEGY 1: Provide waste recycling options and educate public regarding proper
waste disposal. [Mtg. #1 Comments: “through republic services”: “we already do,
can we remove?”]
STRATEGY 2: Continue to support and promote City-wide recycling programs.
[Mtg. #1 Comments: “we already do, can we remove?”]
STRATEGY 3: Develop a partner with area agencies to establish a hazardous
material/waste collection program for electronic waste, batteries, medicines and
similar products.

Some Low
High
Med
No
Low
Med
Some High(2)
Med
Yes
High
Med(2)
Some Med(2)

Long
Near
Med
Long
Med
Near(2)
Med
Near
Med(2)
Med(2)

Yes

Med

Med

Yes

High
Med
Low
Some High
Med
Low
No
Med
High
Low

Near(2)
Med

No

Med(3)

Med(3)

Yes

High(3)

Med
Near(3)

Near(2)
Med
Med
Near
Long

OBJECTIVE 4: Support policies that support maintaining healthy air quality.
STRATEGY 1: Support air emission regulations. [Mtg. #1 Comment: city task? Or
county]
OBJECTIVE 5: Promote creek, irrigation canals, drains, and ditch safety;
STRATEGY 1: Reduce safety impacts to the public in regards to creeks, irrigation
canals, drains and ditches; [Mtg. #1 Comment: how?]
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Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (electricity, IT, energy); CHAPTER 13- Hazardous Areas, Chapter 12 Natural Priority Time
Area
Resources
Implemented
OBJECTIVE 6: Encourage the prevention of threats of contamination to
groundwater through land use planning and development guidelines;
a. Control sources of pollutants from entering the City’s water resources and
b. Reduce impacts to water table.
STRATEGY 1: Regulate (Discourage or minimize) pollutants running into the Indian
and Mason Creek. [The city does not regulate pollutants]
STRATEGY 3: Develop ordinances and guidelines for storm water drainage
management that support and meet the state and federal permitting program.
[Mtg. #1 Comment: “policy not an ordinance, continuing thing we already do,
consider removal”]
STRATEGY 4: Develop a Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) to comply with
federal stormwater permit requirements and adequately address local surface
water quality concerns.
OBJECTIVE 7: Identify all lands within the FEMA 100-year and 500-year
floodplains.
STRATEGY 1: Update the City of Nampa’s floodplain/flood fringe map and within
floodplain/flood fringe [DONE but we are continuing to look at it and considering
options to update the map]
OBJECTIVE 8: Ensure that flood prevention and floodplain standards minimize
financial loss and maximize protection of property in the event of flooding.

Some High
Med
Yes
Med
High(3)

Near(2)

Yes

High
Med(2)

Near(2)
Med

Yes

High
Low(2)

Near
Med
Long

STRATEGY 1: Affected citizens should participate in the national flood insurance
program. [Mtg. #1 Comment: “Their choice”, “how?”]
OBJECTIVE 9: Ensure that new structures and development sites to not impact
the floodplain/ flood fringe.
STRATEGY 1: Structural development within the floodways that would impede or
alter the natural flow of floodwaters should be minimized. [Mtg. #1 Comment:
Consider removal – already done in title 4]
STRATEGY 2: Floodways shall not be altered in any way that would increase flood
damage to surrounding properties, either upstream or downstream. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Consider removal – already done in title 4]
OBJECTIVE 10: Reduce the impacts of hazardous materials within the
floodplain/flood fringe.
STRATEGY 1: Discourage the manufacturing or storage of toxic, flammable,
explosive, or radioactive materials in the floodplain/flood fringe. [Mtg. #1
Comment: consider removal]
OBJECTIVE 11: Provide satisfactory safeguards for public and private
development, in regards to flood prevention and floodplain/flood fringe
development standards and practices. [Consider removal of obj. and strategies –
all handled in title 4 of the city code]
STRATEGY 1: Setbacks and/or safety requirements should be established along
the periphery of floodways to protect structures from damage by lateral erosion.

Yes

Med,
Low

Long(2)

Yes

High

Near

Yes

High

Near

Yes

High
Low

Near
Long

No

High

Near

STRATEGY 2: Discourage the construction of schools, clinics, or other immediate
care facilities within the floodplain/flood fringe.

No

Med

Med
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Med
Near(3)

Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (electricity, IT, energy); CHAPTER 13- Hazardous Areas, Chapter 12 Natural Priority Time
Area
Resources
Implemented
STRATEGY 3: Encourage developers to provide notification to prospective buyers
that the property is within a floodplain/flood fringe or alluvial fan by deed
restriction or other similar method. [Public disclosure, and notated on plats]
STRATEGY 4: Continue to provide information to residents, property owners and
the development community regarding impacts to the floodplain and/flood
fringe.
OBJECTIVE 12: Work with the development community and property owners for
other uses for floodplain and/flood fringe rather than development.

Yes

STRATEGY 1: Use tributary floodways as open space, farmland and wildlife
habitat.
STRATEGY 2: Encourage that the floodplain/flood fringe is used as open space.
OBJECTIVE 13: Continue to reduce impact of hazardous areas within the City
limits and the Area of City Impact.
STRATEGY 1: Require, when necessary, proper studies to show that an area to be
developed is not hazardous as defined in Idaho Code Section 67-6508(g). [Mtg. #1
Comments: “Not sure”, “?”]
STRATEGY 2: Conduct a study to identify hazardous impacts in abandoned
industrial sites
STRATEGY 3: Continue to identify the location of underground oil and gas storage
units. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Consider removal – already required]
STRATEGY 4: Continue to require a permit for any extraction taking place within
the City limits. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Consider Removal- already required]

High

Near

Some High

Near

Little

Near
Long
Near
Long

High
Low
Some High/
Low
Yes
No

Med(2)

Med(2)

Some Med

Med

Yes

Near(2)

Med
High

OBJECTIVE 14: Ensure that new structures and development sites are designed
to minimize likelihood of damage resulting from geologic and seismic hazards.
STRATEGY 1: Monitor compliance to the International Building. [Mtg. #1
Yes
Med(2) Med
Comment: Consider Removal – already required]
CHAPTER TWELVE – NATURAL RESOURCES
GOAL 1: Retain the existing high-quality environment for future generations by ensuring that land, air, water and
wildlife are not diminished in quality or quantity due to future activity.
OBJECTIVE 5: Protect and improve natural and man-made waterways.
STRATEGY 1: Develop, maintain and implement a ground water and well head
Yes
Med(2) Med
protection plan in cooperation with appropriate jurisdictional agencies. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Consider removal – already required by state statute]
OBJECTIVE 6: Protect water quality and quantity in the City’s streams, rivers,
creeks, drains, lakes, and groundwater and consider the potential regional
impacts on water supply and wastewater management for all proposed
developments.
STRATEGY 1: Minimize impacts to wetlands and riparian areas since they are
Yes
Med(2) Med
important in flood protection, maintaining water quality and providing habitat.
STRATEGY 2: Minimize impacts to Lake Lowell Water Quality. [Recommend
No
X(3)
Removal – city drains do not empty into Lake Lowell] [Mtg. #1: Remove, Remove]
STRATEGY 3: Encourage administration and proper management of the City’s
High(2) Near(2)
water resources.
Yes
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Public Services - Utilities
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5yrs), Medium (6-10yrs), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
CHAPTER 7 – (electricity, IT, energy); CHAPTER 13- Hazardous Areas, Chapter 12 Natural Priority Time
Area
Resources
Implemented
STRATEGY 4: Develop guidelines and/or regulations that would mitigate any
adverse impact to land and water.
OBJECTIVES 7: Protect and enhance the City’s water quality and quantity.
STRATEGY 1: Encourage administration and proper management of the City’s
water resources. [Redundant Obj. 6, Strategy 3]
STRATEGY 2: Protect the City’s water rights. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Is this the same
as strategy 1]
STRATEGY 3: Explore opportunities to purchase additional water rights.
STRATEGY 4: Develop a Stormwater Management Protection Plan (SWMPP) to
comply with federal stormwater permit requirements and adequately address
local surface water quality concerns. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Consider removal –
required by title 4 in city code]
STRATEGY 5: Develop guidelines and/or regulations that would mitigate any
adverse impact to land and water. [Redundant – Obj. 6, Strategy 4] [Mtg. #1
Comment: remove]
STRATEGY 6: Protect the areas where crucial aquifers are replenished and avoid
new development in flood-prone areas.
OBJECTIVES 8: Protect the City’s air quality.
STRATEGY 1: Develop air quality measures for the City of Nampa by:
a. Working with area businesses to reduce air pollution.
b. Promote the development and encourage the use of alternative transportation
to reduce air emissions.
c. Develop programs to enhance air quality.
d. Develop a fugitive dust ordinance.
e. Support the implementation of air emission standards.
STRATEGY 2: Commercial and industrial development and residential subdivisions
should be accessible by paving roadways in order to protect air quality. [Mtg. #1
Comment: Remove]
OBJECTIVE 9: Reduce odor emissions.
STRATEGY 1: Partner with area businesses to reduce odor emissions.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS
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No

High(2)

Med
Near

Yes

High(2)

Yes

High(2)

Med
Near
Near(2)

Yes

Med
High
High
Med

Med
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Parks and Natural Resources – Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)

Chapter 9 Parks and Recreation, Chapter 8 Community Design, Chapter 11 Cultural and
Historic Sites, Chapter 12 Natural Resources (Park, Agriculture, Open Space Specific
Strategies) (Priority is High, Medium or Low, Time is when it could be implemented - near (0-5yrs) Medium (6-10),
Long 11 + years)

Comprehensive Plan Goals (Parks, Landscaping)

Implemented Priority
CHAPTER EIGHT – COMMUNITY DESIGN (PARK /LANDSCAPING ELEMENTS)
Ex. Med.

Time

Tract

Near

All

GOAL 1: Improve the physical appearance and image of the City of Nampa.
OBJECTIVE 4: Encourage a balance of diverse landscaping uses of the
community’s greenways by protecting, enhancing and maintaining the natural,
hydrological, scenic and recreational qualities of lands along rivers, canals,
drains and laterals.
STRATEGY 1: Increase greenspace and parklands throughout the community.

Yes

STRATEGY 2: Encourage private beautification efforts and develop code for
landscaping. [DONE, is it enough?]
STRATEGY 3: Expand landscaping and beautification programs for public spaces.

Yes

STRATEGY 4: Improve the physical image of City-owned facilities.

Many

STRATEGY 5: Establish and implement beautification standards for landscape
design that include:
a. Expand and develop trails and greenways and
b. Improve infrastructure and streetscape requirements.
STRATEGY 6: Utilize landscape ordinance standards to ensure adequate
landscaping for new development
a. Establish beautification standards for design, property maintenance and
landscaping; [DONE, is it enough?]
b. Establish procedures and practices governing the protection, installation and
long-term maintenance of trees, vegetation and other landscape elements and
c. Establish design standards for commercial development such as: buffering,
screening and building placement.
STRATEGY 7: Explore the development of incentive programs to promote private
beautification efforts.
a. Foster recognition of private beautification efforts and
b. Establish landscape beautification awards.
STRATEGY 8: Annually review the design standards to determine if any
modifications are needed.
STRATEGY 9: Enforce design review standards.

Some

OBJECTIVE 5: Upgrade and maintain public and private spaces and facilities to
improve community image.
STRATEGY 1: Maintain, improve and expand the system of open spaces in the
form of squares, greens, parks and greenways.
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Parks and Natural Resources – Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Parks, Landscaping)
Implemented Priority Time
STRATEGY 2: Develop partnerships to acquire easements, donate or purchase
lands to allow access to trails.
STRATEGY 3: Develop partnerships to develop public and private open spaces.

Yes

High(3)/
Med
Med(3)/
High
High/
Med(2)/
Low

Near(2)

STRATEGY 4: Provide a system of interconnecting greenways and ecological
corridors that connect agricultural lands, natural areas, and open space. [Not
sure what areas we want to connect, consider specification or removal –
redundant with ch.9, Goal 1, Obj. 6, strategy 1].
OBJECTIVE 6: Promote the continued process of planting trees within the City
of Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Establish a City Nursery. [Recommend Removal, more efficient to
partner with private nurseries].
STRATEGY 2: Promote visual continuity through tree planting, consistent use of
shrubs and ground cover and removal of visually disruptive elements on major
streets.
STRATEGY 3: Encourage the planting of street trees and on-site trees wherever
possible.
STRATEGY 4: Protect, save and maintain existing street trees and mitigate tree
removal.
a. Develop guidelines regarding the removal of trees along the public parkway.
[Done, Consider Removal]
b. At the completion of construction of each new housing unit a 2” caliper tree
should be planted in the front yard.
STRATEGY 5: Continue to support the TREE City USA program.
OBJECTIVE 13: Expand landscaping guidelines within parking lots.
STRATEGY 1: Provide landscaping and trees within the parking lots and around
the building. [DONE, is it enough?]
OBJECTIVE 22: Create public plazas within the City.
STRATEGY 1: Develop a public plaza that has:
a. Sitting places; b. Trees; c. Water features; d. A place for food; e. Easy public
access; f. Effective Capacity;
g. Connection to indoor spaces; and h. Lighting.

Some

No

Low

Med

Some

Med(4)

Med,
Near

Yes

High(2)/
Med(2)
High(4)

Near(2)

Yes

High(4)

Near(2)

Yes

High(4)

Near(2)

Yes

High(3)/
Med

Near/
Med

Yes

Yes
Yes

Med/
Near
Med/
Long

Near(2)
Ongoing

Yes

CHAPTER NINE – PARKS AND RECREATION
GOAL 1: Provide an array of parks, open space, bicycle paths, pathways, greenbelts, recreational facilities and
programs, that are located throughout the City and are available for all Nampa residents.
OBJECTIVE 1: Seek innovative funding sources for acquisition, planning, design,
construction and maintenance of parks.
STRATEGY 1: Continue to use resources in an efficient manner.
Yes
High
Near
STRATEGY 2: Ensure all City parks are managed and maintained in a costYes
High(2)/ Near(2)
effective manner for the enjoyment of the public.
Med
STRATEGY 3: Balance the amount of parkland and proposed facilities with the
Yes
High(3)/ Near(3)
projected revenues likely to be available for development and maintenance.
Med
STRATEGY 4: Encourage non-profit groups, local companies and other
organizations to take ownership and become involved in the care and
maintenance of the City’s neighborhood parks and facilities.
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Parks and Natural Resources – Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Parks, Landscaping)
Implemented Priority Time
STRATEGY 5: Consider joint public-private partnerships, endowments and user
fees for acquisition and maintenance of very small parks or specialized park
facilities or programs whose high costs or limited potential usage make full
public support not feasible. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Remove due to goal of bigger
parks]
STRATEGY 6: Work with the school districts in Nampa and adjacent communities
to provide joint school-park sites and programs wherever possible.
STRATEGY 7: Monitor growth areas to manage general funds, impact fees and
donations.
STRATEGY 8: Obtain the right of first refusal or other agreements for surplus
school lands or other sites.
OBJECTIVE 2: Develop parks that meet the needs of the citizens of Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Provide development incentives for the provision of smaller parks
common areas in new residential, mixed-use and commercial developments.
STRATEGY 2: Update and maintain existing parks and facilities to meet
regulatory, safety and quality standards.
STRATEGY 3: Consider population and housing densities when acquiring future
lands for parks and recreation.
STRATEGY 4: Ensure that parks are ADA accessible.
STRATEGY 5: Place a priority on (Consider) locating neighborhood parks in
conjunction with school sites. (Some of these parks have not been widely used)
OBJECTIVE 3: Develop a system of natural parks (that offer)made up of a
variety (to Nampa residents)of park typologies each offering recreational and
open space opportunities to meet the demands of growth. (Consider rewording –maybe: Look for ways to provide natural open space amenities in
existing and new parks)
STRATEGY 1: To encourage the City to develop working relationships with other
agencies/entities to establish and protect open space.
STRATEGY 2: Place native plants and xeriscape plants in parks, where
appropriate.
STRATEGY 3: Reduce impacts to waterways, wetlands, and scenic and historic
areas by including these areas in the park and open space system, when
possible.
STRATEGY 4: Use natural open space as a framework for enhancing other land
uses, linking all parks and open spaces to the maximum extent possible.
OBJECTIVE 4: Provide a diverse recreation system of facilities for all Nampa
citizens.
STRATEGY 1: Support future recreation facility development on the north side of
Interstate 84.
STRATEGY 2: Create a Sports Complex that provides opportunities for baseball,
softball, lacrosse, soccer and skateboarding.
STRATEGY 3: Support increasing recreational opportunities for Nampa’s senior
population.
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Parks, Landscaping)
Implemented Priority Time
STRATEGY 4: Create recreation programs that will help to fight obesity.

Yes

OBJECTIVE 5: Provide a system of bikeways, pathways system that connects
residents to live, work and play activities.
BIKEWAYS
STRATEGY 1: Place bike racks in parks and other destination sites.

Some

STRATEGY 2: Connect bikeways and pathways.
STRATEGY 3: Consider hiring a bicycle/pedestrian coordinator.

Some
No

STRATEGY 4: Consider hiring a landscape architect for the parks and recreation
department.
STRATEGY 5: Partner with Canyon County, the cities of Caldwell and Meridian to
identify and create opportunities for cross-county bicycle and pathway system.
STRATEGY 6: Support strategies of the Nampa 2011 Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan. [Need to update the plan – include upcoming pathways plan]

No

Some

High(2)/
Med

STRATEGY 7: Include bicycle parking requirements in business design standards.

No

Low/
Med/
high
High(2)/
Med

PATHWAYS
STRATEGY 1: Develop multi-use pathways in accordance to the standards of the
Nampa Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan.
STRATEGY 2: Coordinate the planning of pathways with the Safe Routes to
Schools efforts.
STRATEGY 3: Coordinate the planning of pathways with the surrounding
communities to ensure future connectivity and coordination efforts.
STRATEGY 4: Ensure all development to provide developed pathways for
connections to Nampa’s public pathway system and/or adjoining development’s
public pathway system.
STRATEGY 5: Provide adequate parking and public facilities along greenbelts and
pathway systems.
STRATEGY 6: Provide safe crossing zones for users at intersections.
STRATEGY 7: Establish signage, mileage and points of interest signage program
for pathways.
STRATEGY 8: Continue to work with the irrigation districts to obtain 20-40-feet
on each side of the canals and ditches through the City and the Area of Impact
for future pathway connections.

Some

Yes
Yes
Some
Some
Some
Some
Some
Yes

High(3)

Near(3)

Done/
High/
Med
High(3)
Med/
High/
Low
Low/
High(2)
Med(3)

Near(2)/
Med
Near(3)
Med/
Near/
Long
Long/
Near(2)
Med(2)/
Long
Near/
Med/
Long
Long/
Near/
Low
Near(3)

Med(2)/ Med/
High
Near(2)
Med(3) Med(2)/
Long
High/
Near(2)/
Med(2) Long
High/
Med
High(3)

Near

Near(2)/
Med
Med(2)/ Med/
Low
Long(2)
High(2)/ Near(2)/
Med
Long

CHAPTER SIX- TRANSPORTATION (Related to Parks and Natural Resources)
GOAL 1: Develop and maintain a coordinated and balanced transportation system that provides a variety of choices
among transportation modes, including automobile, public transit, air, bicycle and pedestrian.
OBJECTIVE 14: Create a comprehensive and continuous citywide network of
on-and off-street bicycle routes and pathways that are interconnected with
other cities, county and regional pathway systems.
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Parks and Natural Resources – Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Parks, Landscaping)
Implemented Priority Time
STRATEGY 1: Identify opportunities to create new off-street multi-use pathways.
Consider the shared use of the railroad corridors for numerous transportation
modes - such as passenger rail service, bus transit service, bicycle transportation,
pedestrian transportation or other multi-use transportation functions.
a. Special attention should be given to areas of the City that may be underserved
by off-street pathways.
b. Preserve abandoned railroad right-of-way, where appropriate. Work to obtain
abandoned rail lines for use as pedestrian/bicycle pathways or for other future
transportation purposes.
STRATEGY 2: Cooperate with landowners, local municipalities, Canyon County
and state agencies to ensure the completion and maintenance of multi-use
pathways networks.
STRATEGY 3: Proactively acquire land or affirmative access easements whenever
development or land subdivision occurs along proposed routes.

Yes

High(2)/
Low

Yes

STRATEGY 4: Ensure that facilities for bicycling and walking are included as
components of newly constructed or reconstructed arterial or collector streets,
and local streets, as appropriate.

Some

Med(2)/ Med/
Low
Near/
Long
High/
Near/
Med/
Long(2)
Low
High/
Near/
Med(2) Long(2)

Yes

Comprehensive Plan Goals (Natural Resource, Agriculture, Open
Space)
Implemented

Priority

Ex. High

CHAPTER NINE – PARKS AND RECREATION

Long(2)/
Near

Time

Tract

Near

211

GOAL 1: Provide an array of parks, open space, bicycle paths, pathways, greenbelts, recreational facilities and
programs, that are located throughout the City and are available for all Nampa residents.
OBJECTIVE 6: Create, preserve, and enhance parks, hiking trails, active and
passive recreation facilities.
STRATEGY 1: Provide a system of interconnecting greenways and ecological
Some
Med(2) Med/
corridors that connect agricultural lands, natural areas, and open space. [Not
Long
sure what areas we want to connect, consider specification or removal –
Redundant with ch.8, Goal 1, Obj. 5, Strategy 4.] [Mtg. 1 Comment: I like how
you are noticing redundancies, I think many strategies can be consolidated.]
STRATEGY 2: Preserve and protect open space, unique natural areas, wetlands,
Some
Med(2) Near
water, scenic views, areas of natural beauty, and the urban/rural character of
High(2) (3), Med
City.
STRATEGY 3: Explore, support and cooperate with innovative methods of
No
Med(3) Near,
preserving open space and creating a visual separation between Nampa and
Med
other cities.
STRATEGY 4: Use agricultural preservation efforts on the City’s periphery as one No
High(2), Near,
means of providing open space areas adjacent to the developed area of the City.
Med
Med
[Mtg. #1 Comment: Can be consolidated with other strategies noting agricultural
preservation]
STRATEGY 5: Support the enhancement of public access on the southside of the
Some
Med (4) Med (3)
Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Already have many
access points]
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Parks and Natural Resources – Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Priority Time
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Natural Resource, Agriculture, Open

Space)

Implemented

OBJECTIVE 7: Ensure that recreational waterway activities are safe, and
negative impacts on nearby residential areas, shorelines, water quality and
other water resources, are minimized.
STRATEGY 1: Provide for and maintain an appropriate level of public access to
waterways within the City of Nampa.

Some

Med(3),
High

STRATEGY 2: Work with Canyon County to ensure that Lake Lowell rules and
regulations are properly enforced and maintained. [Out of the city’s jurisdiction,
consider what the city can do?] [Mtg. #1 Comment: if out of the city’s
jurisdiction, then eliminate(2)] [Mtg. #1 Comment: Provide info to the public &
know who to contact]
STRATEGY 3: Support the enhancement of public access to Lake Lowell.

No

X(2)
Low(2)

Some

Long,
Near

STRATEGY 4: Work with agencies to ensure that Lake Lowell, Indian Creek and
shorelines can be used for a variety of active and passive recreational activities.
STRATEGY 5: Support the appropriate level of public access and recreational
activity on area waterways should be determined through more detailed
planning activities.
STRATEGY 6: Consider day lighting Indian Creek, where appropriate. [Indian
Creek is daylighted in most areas – consider change to focus on connecting and
completing the Indian Creek Pathway.] [Mtg. #1 Comments: “Definitely
consolidate things you have already tackled”, highlighted focus on completing
the Indian Creek Pathway, “Agree with focusing on the pathway connection”]
STRATEGY 7: Place walking and/or bike paths along waterways.

Yes

X, Low,
High,
Med
Low(2),
Med(2)
X,
Med(3)

Yes

X, High,
Low

Near

Some

STRATEGY 8: Make beautification improvements to Mason Creek and Lakeview
Park waterway. [Mtg. #1 Comment: No opinion]

Some

Low,
Med,
High(2)
X,
Low(2)

Long,
Med,
Near
Low

Low(3)

Long(2)

OBJECTIVE 8: Identify gateway entries into the City of Nampa.
STRATEGY 1: Develop a Gateway Master Plan.

Yes

No

Med/
Long,
Near
Near,
Low

Long(2)
Med
Near,
Med

CHAPTER TWELVE – NATURAL RESOURCES
GOAL 1: Retain the existing high-quality environment for future generations by ensuring that land, air, water and
wildlife are not diminished in quality or quantity due to future activity.
OBJECTIVE 1: Protect the health and integrity of the natural environment
because of its importance in maintaining a competitive advantage with other
regions.
STRATEGY 1: Recognize the natural beauty and resources of the City. [Mtg. #1
Yes
X, High, Near,
Comment: Narrow action plan for term ‘recognize; what does that really mean?
Med(2) Med
– Consider removal]
STRATEGY 2: Respect (Protect) the natural resources from degradation.
Some
High(2), Near
Med(2) (2), Med
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Parks and Natural Resources – Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Priority Time
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Natural Resource, Agriculture, Open

Space)

Implemented
STRATEGY 3: Conduct a natural resource audit, which includes maps and
Yes
descriptions of various resources, such as wetlands, flood hazard areas, slopes,
soils, geology, and protected lands. [Mtg. #1 Comment: set time-period for
review (ex: every 10 years)]
OBJECTIVE 2: Manage the natural resources of the City for the use and benefit
of present and future generations.
STRATEGY 1: Preserve open space, natural beauty and critical environmental
No
areas.
STRATEGY 2: Identify the area’s natural resources and work with the appropriate No
agencies to reduce impacts to wildlife habitats and develop strategies to
preserve these areas through public/private partnerships.

High(3),
Med

Near(2),
Med

Low,
High(3)
Med(2),
High(2)

Long,
Near(2)
Med(2),
Near

Yes

Med(2),
High(2)

Med(2),
Near

No

Med(2),
High(2)

STRATEGY 2: Recognize the value of the Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge near
the City of Nampa. [Mtg. #1 Comment: Narrow action plan for term ‘recognize’;
what does that really mean? – consider removal or place in text]
Value includes:
a. Economic inputs that wildlife dependent activities fishing, hunting bring to a
region;
b. Wildlife observation;
c. Education and interpretation;
d. Aesthetics of having a conservation area;
e. Protected land as a neighbor;
f. Educational opportunities for schools and
g. Health benefits provided by engaging youth and adults in wildlife dependent
outdoor recreation activities
OBJECTIVE 4: Promote natural resource areas by creating, preserving, and
enhancing parks, hiking trails, active and passive recreation facilities and by
creating useable open space for the betterment of the community.
STRATEGY 1: Provide a system of interconnecting greenways and ecological
corridors that connect natural areas to open space.

Some

X,
High(2),
Med

Long,
Near
Med
Near,
Med

No

STRATEGY 2: Develop partnerships with various agencies (the State of Idaho,
Bureau of Reclamation, Irrigation Districts and others) to consider irrigation
canals/ditches as multi-use facilities.

Some

X,
High(2),
Med
Med(3),
High

STRATEGY 3: Preserve Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge (DFNWR).
OBJECTIVE 3: Preserve the natural beauty, habitat and recreational
opportunities of Indian Creek, Lake Lowell and Deer Flat National Wildlife
Refuge.
STRATEGY 1: Develop appropriate landscape buffers to mitigate impacts to
natural ecosystem for development.

OBJECTIVE 10: Encourage farming practices that reduce negative impacts to
the area’s Natural Resources.
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Priority Time
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Natural Resource, Agriculture, Open

Space)

Implemented
STRATEGY 1: Educate farmers and ranchers about impacts of farming on the
No
High
Near
areas natural resources of land, air, water.
(2),Med (2), Med
STRATEGY 2: Encourage the use of agricultural lands for agricultural purposes.
X
High(3) Near(2)
[Mtg. #1 Comment: What would the action plan be for “encourage”; narrow or
consider removal]
GOAL 2: Encourage development that is compatible with or enhances natural resource values including air, water, soil
and vegetation.
OBJECTIVE 11: Encourage environmentally sensitive areas are left in a
relatively undisturbed state.
STRATEGY 1: Implement appropriate goals and development requirements,
No
Med(2), Med,
including setbacks, densities, development standards, and open space
High,
Near,
requirements to minimize impact on natural resources.
Low
Low
STRATEGY 2: Direct new development away from floodway areas.
Yes
Med(2), Long,
High(2) Near(2)
OBJECTIVE 12: Develop partnerships between the City and private industry to
plan for future development that utilizes our natural resources at their highest
potential without creating undue environmental degradation.
STRATEGY 1: Encourage the preservation of open space, wildlife and fish
No
High(4) Med,
habitats.
Near(2)
a. Locate development away from sensitive wildlife habitat areas.
b. Adopt ordinances, site plan review procedures, subdivision regulations,
overlay zones and/or design review standards to address land issues in or near
wildlife, water resources, scenic views, steep slopes and unique habitats. [Mtg.
#1 Comment: Don’t over-regulate, though there is an organization called PERC
(in Montana or Wyoming) that studies the relationship between government &
private industry regarding environmental preservation]
STRATEGY 2: Encourage all developments to comply with applicable water
Yes
High(2) Near(2)
quality, air quality, species protection, and land use regulations.
STRATEGY 3: Develop air quality and water quality standards.
Some
X,
Near(2)
High(2),
Med.
STRATEGY 4: Buffer natural resources from incompatible land uses.
No
X,
Near(2)
High(2)
OBJECTIVE 13: Identify and mitigated environmental impacts attributable to
new development, where necessary.
STRATEGY 1: Develop a checklist (guiding principles?) to review development
No
X, High, Near,
proposals that will consider the impact to the natural environment and
Med(2) Med
encourage their preservation and use as open space. [Mtg. #1 Comment: I don’t
think a checklist is best path, each situation is too unique; maybe guiding
principles]
OBJECTIVE 14: Explore the use of solar, wind and other alternate energy to
reduce energy consumption.
STRATEGY 1: Develop strategies that allow the use of alternative energy sources. No
High(3), Near,
Med
Med(2)
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Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
Priority Time
Tract
Comprehensive Plan Goals (Natural Resource, Agriculture, Open

Space)

STRATEGY 2: Encourage the use of green energy resources.

Implemented
No

OBJECTIVES: 15: Preserve agricultural soils and areas of contiguous agricultural
activity in Canyon County.
STRATEGY 1: Development should be designed to preserve open space and
valuable agricultural land.
STRATEGY 2: Identify and implement programs that are designed to conserve
agricultural lands, such as land trust, transfer of development rights (TDRs) and
others.
STRATEGY 3: Coordinate with the Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge (DFNWR)
regarding development in agricultural lands surrounding Lake Lowell.
OBJECTIVE 16: Partner with Canyon County and the City of Caldwell to develop
strategies for implementation in agricultural lands.
STRATEGY 1: Work with Canyon County Commissioners and its Planning
Department in the preservation of agricultural lands.
STRATEGY 2: Enhance the viability of existing farming operations and agricultural
businesses and encourage new ones to be formed.
STRATEGY 3: Provide for a variety of formal and informal economic activities,
such as agri-tourism, home businesses and others which support a rural way of
life.
CHAPTER ELEVEN – CULTURAL AND HISTORIC SITES (Related to Parks and
Natural Resources)
GOAL 4: Protect designated ecological sites.
OBJECTIVE 7: Take appropriate measures to document and/or preserve
Ecological Sites
STRATEGY 1: Support the continued use of Deer Flat Refuge, Lake Lowell, and
Lakeview Park as ecological sites.
NEW STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS:
Mtg. #1 Comment: I would not suggest new strategies, instead I would suggest a
consolidation of some of these strategies. Some seem repetitive, an some can be
consolidated with other strategies just because it appears that the city has
already tackled the strategy (ex. The many strategies specifying the Deer Flat
Wildlife Refute could probably be consolidated into one strategy). I also believe
that some of the objectives could be consolidated as well. I know the
Comprehensive Plan is meant to be a guide for the city leaders and planners, but
the sheer length of it right now makes it unappealing for the average city
resident to read. I think a consolidation, if worded properly could encourage
more resident participation in understanding how the city envisions its future. If
the city does a good job (which I think you guys are doing), then those residents
will be living here into the future, so they should want to read this to understand
how that future will be.
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High(3),
Med

Near,
Med(2)

X,
High(2),
Med
X, High,
Med(2)

Med(2)

Some

Med,
High(2),
Low

Med,
Near,
Long

Some

X, High,
Med
X,
High(2),
Med
Low(2),
Med,
High

Near,
Med
Near(2)

High(2),
Med(2)

Near(2),
Med

No
No

No
No

Yes

Near,
Med

Long(2),
Med

Parks and Natural Resources – Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Priority=High, Medium or Low; Time=Near (0-5 yrs.), Medium (6-10 yrs.), Long (11+); Tract=Census Tract (if area specific)
It may seem like I am not too concerned with energy policy and the preservation
of natural resources, but I was actually just at an energy policy summit two
weeks ago. The reason I have crossed off a lot of these strategies, it is simply
because I believe a lot of them can be consolidated.
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